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FOREWORD
Dming the academic year, 1943-1944, under a plan of cooperation with Con-

wne College and the Spartanburg Junior College, our civilian students took
6eir C'>llcge work at these two institutions, where they were classified as Woffllnl ltudcnts.
BtgiMitig with the Wofford Summer School, 1944, and co11ti1111i11g thereafter,
teach its civilian st1ulmts on tlie Wofford campus.
Because of the war situation and becau e of circumstances that may ari e
our control, Wofford ollege re erve the right to make any necessary
in the college calendar, in faculty, or in courses announced in this

•lord U1ill

For the Summer Session, Wofford will either provide room and board on
campus for its resident students or arrange for them to live in selected pri-

bomcs.
For the academic year following and thereafter, all resident students will
Gil the campus.
'1'be Summer Session begins June 13 and ends August 22, 1944. The aca-

year begins September 12, 1944.
Seniors are urged to enroll now for the summer session. By
...... they may secure from twelve to fourteen semester-hours of credit
the enrollment for the fall semester on September 12.
.Afplication for admission either to the Summer School or for the regular
· year should be made t the Committee on Admissions, Wofford College,
llftlllbq,, South Carolina.
w ALTER K. GR££NE,
Preside1it.

HIP school

1944
COLLEGE CALENDAR
1944

Tuesday, 9 :00 A. M.- Registration of students for first
of Summer Session.
ednesday, 8 :30 A. M.- lnstruction begins for first tall.
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Tuesday.-A holiday.
ednesday.- Registration fo r Second Term.

Tue day, :00 P . M.- Assembly for all entering Fr
Freshman Orientation Program begins.
Wednesday.- Registration and matriculation of new
with advanced standing.
T hursday, 10 A. M.-Formal opening of
triculation of registered students.
F riday, :30 A. M.-I nst ru ction for first emcster
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Thursday.-Founder's Day ; a holiday.
T hursday.-Thanksgiving Day: a holiday.
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December 16
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aturday, 1 :00 P. M.-Christmas vacation begins.
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Thursday, 8 :30 A. M.-Instruction is resumed.
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GENERAL STATOl&NT

. LOCATION AN D SURROUND INGS
The College 1s located in the
of nearly 1,000 feet above sea le~~l of Spartanburg, which, wit'h an altitude
llnc:ing climate. Spartanburg has I ' pbeos est es an unusually healthful and
·
a so en ong noted
.
excepbonal social, intellectual and I" .
as a community with
aa commercial city, it still retai~s th/~ i~1ou~ a~mosphere. Though a modllllnity, offering from time to time o u ura .a. vantages of a college comleadcn of the nation in the intellectual ppodrt\tn~t1~s for hearing outstanding
The Coll
an artistic world
ege campus con ists of about sixt fi
.
Maty and ample shade of pine, oak, and el~~ ve acres. It possesses natural

c

GENERAL STAT E MENT
DEGREES
Wofford College grants the degrees of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor
Science, and Master of Arts. The College also confers the honorary d
of Doctor of Divinity, Doctor of Literature, and Doctor of Laws.

HISTORY
BUILDINGS

Reverend Benjamin Wofford, a local minister of the Methodist Ep"
Church, South, died in the town of Spartanburg, S. C., December 2, 1850.
left in his will a legacy of one hundred thousand dollars to the South
Jina Conference "for the purpose of establishing and endowing a collcce
literary, classical, and scientific education, to be located in my native ·
Spartanburg." One-half of the amount was to be laid aside as a
endowment.
A charter was given by the Legislature of South Carolina, ])ccelllber
1851.
uitable buildings having been erected, a president and professor•
elected ovember 24, 1853, and the College wa opened August 1, 1854.
that time it has never been suspended, though for a period during the
War it was not above the grade of a classical school. At the close of
war, college classes were again organized.
The donation of Benjamin Wofford was exceptionally large at the
it was made.
o Methodist in America had given so large an alllOllllt
religious or educational objects. The will of the founder was clear, IO
no difficulty or doubt has ari en in carrying out its few details.
Measures were taken immediately after the opening of the College tD
to the endowment, and they were meeting with a large and gratifyiq
cess when interrupted by the War Between the States, 1861-65. In the
era! wreckage of the war the endowment wa swept away, leaving to the
lege only its grounds and buildings. The South Carolina Conference,
ever, liberally made arrangements to meet the emergency and, by an
assessment, kept the College from clo ing its doors. This assessmell
been increased from time to time as the needs of the College
and h~s become a fixed source of income. In the meantime, since 1870,
have been made to restore and add to the endowment, and through tbl
erality of the people of the City of Spartanburg and of the State,
with the generous cooperation of the General Education Board, Mr. B.
Duke, Mr. Andrew Carnegie, and Mr. S. Clay Williams, the resources

..a

dowment have steadily increased.
Contributions are invited from all who wish to serve the cause of
tian education. These contributions may take the form of direct sifts
either special or general purposes in any amount, or of legacies, or of
nuities by which the College pays an agreed-on interest on funds wlida
sequently revert to it.

llaha Buildin•.-This is th
Id
b . .
9'eled
in 1854. For forty yea~s o.t est u1~d111~ on the campus, and wa comDlents think of when they think1 ;~ tff e College.:• and is still what all
structure of dignity and dis~ t" o ordd. Architecturally, it is an imnc ion, an few acade . b "Id"
produce a finer impression
In th " b ·1 .
m1c u1 mgs anythe ch I ·
·
is ui dmg are the d · ·
·
ape , literary society halls a d th 1
a m1mstrat1ve
except the scientific departments.' n
e ecture rooms of all depart-

Tl. Jolan B. Cleveland Science Hall

-~T he

.
c1ence Hall, the ge nt e class of 1869, was erected in
• The building has a mu eum rt a I the commencement in June of that
_,,
ph .
• wo ecture room and
I1b
.
.--1ogy, y ics, chemistry biolog
d I
. :
severa a oratories
w1a· f
'
y, an e ectnc1ty.
atemade
oord Smith
Lib rary.-:T he donation
.
in 1907
.
of Miss Julia V
lier honored fathe~~1hbole the fmemonal library building bearing the nam~
•
was or many yea p of
To Miss Smith's donation M E Lrs A r e sor of English in the
10,000.00, in order that the' b
rcher, of the class of 1871
Cell
T
Ut
ng might be adeq t
h
'
Cl'·
he equipment is of th be t
.
ua e to t e uses
is constructed, heated, and Ii ehteds i;;odern hbr~ry appliances. The
library architect with a .g
accord with the plans of an
comfort and convenience of th v1ewd to the greatest safety of books and
e rea ers.
Wilbur
E.
Burnett
Buildin
. building
. .
IDd named for Mr W
S· -T his
was completed in

sift

of Mr. John B. Cleveland of

aad formally opened for wo k ' t

:,·di . ..

med as the college.
0. T. C- unit.

gy~~~i~;rn~t~
'

of the cla s of 1876. Originally it
u now serve as the headquarte rs of

,,__ H. Carli.le Memorial Hall -Th . b . .

.

8Mldern conveniences and has
·
is . uilding is a dormitory
sected in 1911 with funds contri~ut:':~r c:tac1ty for . ~75 tudents. It

l8d uamed in honor of Dr J
H
g_ Y by the citizens of Spar.tanCollege from 1875 to 190.2 amCaes 1· .I CHarhsle, the distinguished president
·
r 1s e all · be"
II a dormitory for aviation students.
is mg u ed at the pre ent

la6rmary.-In 1918, Mrs. Ann Jeter
f U .
v ith this an; o nion, _s. C., left a
c:ottqa was remodeled and adapted t . :unt as a basis, one of the
o m rmary purposes-specifically

oi $5,000.00 to the College.
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to take care of mild cases of illness. It has a capacity of twenty, and so &r
d Cases of extreme illness are transferred to the
has met every nee ·
· fi
which at
Black Clinic for treatment. The College has a new m rmary,
present time is being used by aviation students.
. .
all
Archer
H
a
ll,
and
Student
Christian
Auociat1on
B Fi
S ny d er H •
h
f th Wofford
e
d
"to t
- These three buildings ' ere formerly the ome ?
School Snyder Hall is being used at the pre ent time as ~ orm1 ry
. . . t dents Archer Hall may be converted into a dormitory for F
av1attonds tuh S .C A Building will be converted into a science hall.
men, an
e · · ·
d
The haac Andrews Field Houae.-This building was ma ~ pos
the "ft of Mr. Isaac Andrews of Spartanburg. It is a spa~1ous
wit~ ample playing floor for all indoor sports, and has a sea~mg ca
twenty-five hundred. The building is thoroughly modern with a

?Y

:t

.
lockers, showers, and offices.
-In 1919-20 the citizens of Spartanburg raised app
.
Sta d sum.
·
f
ete gr
mately $30,000.00, which was applied to the .erection o a concr f 11 of
and the general improvement of the athletic grounds. In the ad
Mr William A. Law, of the class of 1883, in a generou. way ma et--'
·
..· f
11 outdoor athletic sports-s ca
ample and appropriate fac1 1ities or a
h fu
• and track fields, t us
tand
football
baseball
tenni
concrete gran ds
•
•
'
· · f r outdoor pb
to the students of the College exceptional opportunities o
training.

THE LIBRARY

';1

The Library consists of 39,105 volumes, not including pam~lets
unbound files of magazines. With a few exception~, donations o I
collections have been incorporated in regular or.de~ with the ge~~ in
The donor of spec.ial collections is, however, mdicated by a
The book shelves are open to all tudents.
voI ume.
s t th and Ei
Though the Library possesses a number of rare ~ven een d ced •
. .
d
k de igned pecially for a van
Century publications, an some wor s
k.
l"brarJ
tigation the great bulk consists of a practical modern '~orl i~g I
d ~aduates
Valuable bound newspaper files, parhcu ar y
~e~odist hist~ry, are frequently consulted by advanced students from
institutions.
H"
· I SocietJ
The ollections of the South Carolina Conference. istonca .
the Up~r South Carolina Conference Historical Socie~y •. embracmg a
amount of original manuscript material, are kept as a distinct body
catalogued in the library building.
. .
The libraries of the Calhoun and Preston Literary Sooetie~ tr~j~
of ears ago combined with the College library. The. specta c~
Y.
t th~ Student Christian Association is also kept m the Coltheege
Iongmg o ·
.
Th L"b
has been
and administered under its regulations.
e t rary
of many other valuable collectio:is of books. .
t
of 2,121 volumes,
Bishop Duncan'• Library.- Th e co 11ec ion
. .
. h
W W Duncan during a long hfe-ttme, WIS
bled by the Iate B 1s op
·
·.
.
to the College at the time of his death m 1908.

a preacher, works bearing directly upon religion, theology, philosophy, and
form a large part of the collection. Literature, history, and biography
also well represented. The collection contains a number of rare works
llllD)' presentation copies bearing the autographs of the authors.

... CarU.le'a Library.-The family of Doctor James H. Carlisle
and to the College practically the entire contents of the library room

die Doctor's house. A special room in the Whitefoord Smith Library
is devoted to the Carlisle collection of 2;2.76 volumes. The shelves,
pictures, tables, chairs, globe, and curios are placed here in as nearly
relative positions they formerly occupied as pos ible. Mathematic , the' biography, and essays make up the larger portion of the collection.
, . . Da.W Duncan Collection.-Profes or David Duncan was the
pofeuor of classical languages at Wofford College. In 1879, two
before his death, he bequeathed his library to the College. This is
eollection of over 1,000 volumes of classified literature, covering almost the
field of Greek and Roman letters.
Hwman Baer Collection.-Dr. Herman Baer, of Charleston,
C.. of the class of 1858, bequeathed to the College complete, bound sets
a amnber of the leading American magazines and reviews.

w.......

DuPre Colleetion.-Mr. Warren DuPre, of the class

l878, left a legacy of $500.00 to his Alma Mater. This was increa ed
a sift from his widow, Mrs. Carrie Duncan DuPre, of $500.00, and
,000.00 was applied to the purchase of books to be known as the "Warren
Memorial Collection." The books so far purcha ed are chiefly in
of modern American Literature, and consist of approximately 775
Later Mrs. DuPre added $1,000.00 as an endowmennt, the interest
is used to increase this collection annually.
Roltert T. Fletcher Collection.-Robert T. Fletcher, of the class
6. lost his life as a soldier of his country in France in 1918. The
School Class of Pine Grove Methodist Church, Marlboro County,
be was a member, collected a sum of money and sent it to his
Mater in the form of a Memorial Fund. It was decided to use it
1laia for starting a collection of books on various aspects of the First
War, to be known as the "Robert T. Fletcher Collection."
J. Tlaomaa Pate Library.-ln 1902 Rev. J. Thomas Pate, D. D.,
mil bequeathed his library to the College. It is a collection of some 858
of theological and general literature. In 1943 the College received
Un. Alice G. Pate $4,758.59, as a memorial to her hu band, to establish
J. Thomas Pate Memorial Library ~und"-an endowed fund, the income
wliidl lhall be used for the purchase of books to be added to this library.
Samuel Dibble Memorial Collection.-Samuel Dibble, of the
tf 1856, was the first graduate of Wofford College. As a memorial
fllber, Mrs. Agnes Dibble Moss contributed the sum of $1,500.00 for
the Department of English Language and Literature-$500.00 to
for the immediate purchase of books and $1,000.00, increa ed by other

Wei
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funds, to be set aside as an endowment for the purchase
collection.
The A. G. Rembert M emorial Collection.-Dr. A. G. Rembert,
the class of 1884, was for nearly forty years professor in the College.
his death in 1933, he left his library of approximately 3,000 volumes to
College. This is a collection of books in the fields of psychology, phil
Greek and Latin, and general literature.
The Edwin D. Mouzon Collect ion.-Bishop Edwin D. Mouzoa,
the class of 1889, died in Charlotte, orth Carolina, in 1937. He
his library of more than 1,000 volumes to his Alma Mater.
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M completion of which, six seme ter-hours credit is given.
o credit is
allowed for only one year's basic work. During the period of the war, the basic
CIDlll'le

only is given to civilian students.

The Advanced course comprises three hours of practical work and three

llman

of theoretical work per week during both Junior and Senior years,

--'a of which carries with it a credit of six semester-hours. Students are
lllected for the Advanced cour e in the spring of their Sophomore year on
lhe basis of military aptitude and proficiency, satisfactory academic standing,
ml qualities of leadership. The number so selected i limited to a quota
dotted by the War Department each year.

Upon completion of the four-year R. 0. T. C. course and graduation from
THE LYCEUM

ealJeae, the student is required to attend a Special Service School at Fort

The Lyceum furnishes the opportunity of hearing men who loom
in the public eye as leaders of both thought and action. It has been of
service to the students in refining their tastes and broadening their ·
It is a fixed element in the general educational activities of Wofford.
addition, W offord College has joined with Converse College in brincilll
the city a series of lectures.

leaning, Georgia. When the work of the Special Service School has been
students are commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the Infantry
lnacb of the Officers' Reserve Corps. While in attendance at the pecial
lenice School, the student is paid the base pay of a soldier of the seventh
. - , which is $50.00 a month, plus five cents per mile from his home to
IChool. After entry into active duty, payment, in addition to regular
11111'1 llld allowances of approximately $150.00, is allowed for purchase of

-.ileted.

llilarms.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
Object.-The primary object of the Army Reserve Officers'
ing Corps is to provide systematic instruction and training in
military subjects for a selected group of physically able students, IO
they may be qualified and available for duties as officers in the United
Infantry. Sound methods of physical training, drill, command, cc
and tactical exercises, as well as class-room work in basic essential
subject , supplement the liberal arts and science courses. The entire
leads toward increased physical fitness, close association with fellow
in group accompli hment, and inculcation of fw1damental methods and
ciples helpful not only for the profession of arm , but for any future
or profession.
Admiu ion.-Enrollment in the Reserve Officers' Training Corti
entirely voluntary. Applicants must pass a final physical examioatim
proved by the college medical officer. Application for enrollment mJt/
made at any time in the summer preceding matriculation, but no 61111
ceptances are made until after the student has reported in the fall,
physical examination and a personal interview have been completed.
Outline of Courae.-The Department of Military Science and
is an integral part of the college, and the courses in Military Science
Tactics are on the same level and receive the same form of credit
graduation as other courses in the College.
The course in Military Science and Tactics is a four-year coarll
runs continuously. Each semester's work is a prerequisite for the f
semester's work.
The Basic course comprises three hours of practical work and one
class-room work per week durng both Freshman and Sophomore yean,

a

U........ B-k•, and Equipment.-Freshmen and Sophomores are

flnilhed by the War Department all arms, equipment, and outer clothing,
shoes. Students are required to provide themselves with such items
tmderwear and plain brown or tan ocks. Each student is held financially
~•lllillle for all government equipment i sued to him. A deposit with the
lllllllU'itmf'llt of Military Science and Tactics of approximately $9.00 is refrom each Freshman upon matriculation to cover payment for uniform
distinctive Wofford R. 0. T. C. belt, shoulder insignia, and rental of
Each Sophomore will be required to deposit approximately $6.50
JQJDellt for uniform shoes and textbook rental. Shoes are purchased
wliolesale price and sold to the student at cost.
The War Department pays quarterly to each advanced course student a
e allowance which is, at present, 25 cents per day. An allowance
$29.00 for each first-year advanced student, and of $7.00 for each secondldnnced student, is received by the college treasurer each year for the
of uniform equipment. This amount is sufficient to cover the purof the adopted uniform, the army officer's regular uniform, which can
worn as such after the graduate receives his commission. First-year adcourse students are consequently required to supplement the college
by depositing approximately $20.00 of their first subsistence allowIf the student fails to complete the course, the college is required to
the government for the unearned part of uniform allowance, and,
in turn, requires reimbursement from the student.

0. T. C. Band.-As part of the R 0. T. C military training
a 23-piece military band, known as the Wofford College R 0. T. C.

ii maintained. Training with the Band is credited as practical R. 0.
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T. C. work and membership is open to qualified musicians and begi
Normally, one rehearsal per week is permitted during on~ regular
drill period, augmented by one night rehearsal per week, while the two ..
practical training periods are used for band work and for other ID1
purposes. A limited number of instruments are furnished by the War
partment, and prospective applicants are urged to bring their privately ?
instruments. The College employs a Band Instructor, and the Band IJ
pected to participate at athletic contests and ceremonies.
R. 0 . T . C. Rifle T eam.-The Varsity Rifle Team
is coached by Army instructors. A small bore range, adequately and
equipped, offers training in rifle markmanship to members of the R. 0. T.
Normally, a 15-man team is entered in the Fourth Service Command
and a five-man team in the Hearst Trophy Intercollegiate Matches. U
participation in either of these entitles the student to a crossed-r_ifle
W. Practice shoulder-to-shoulder matches are usually arranged with
colleges.
ACCELERATED WAR-TIME PROGRAM
The ATIO AL EMERGENCY has created for the student a
problem-the problem of finding the specific place in_ the war eff~rt for
he is best fitted by aptitude and ability and of securing the maximum
of training before he is called into active war service. The College,
the urgent need for college men trained in special fields of know!~
provided opportunities for such training in pre-medical and _pre-dental .
in physics, chemistry, biology, and in mathematics, theoretical and applied.
A relatively high percentage of college men, even und~r an a .
program of work, will not be able to complete degree requirements pnar
induction. The College, recognizing this problem, has introduce~ a s
session for the purpo e of accelerating the students' work. This plan
give them the maximum of training and the kind of training that will
them most effectively for service in the armed forces and, at the same
lay the foundation for their successful readjustment to civil life. _The
ernment rightly insists that such training be continuous and not int
by the usual summer vacation.
A student may accelerate his work, (a) by continuing his studies
the summer session, (b) by qualifying, on the basis of demonstrated
to register each semester for more than the normal load of work, and f
in the case of entering Freshmen, by beginning his work in ] une, 1944,
than in September. A Freshman who enters in June, if allowed lo
in college, would complete the requirements for graduation
years, or, in special cases, in less tlia1i the three years.

SUMMER SESSION
For the purpose of enabling the students now enrolled in coll~
with incoming Freshmen, to accelerate their work, the College ~
a summer ses ion in 1944 of ten weeks, beginning June 13 and endinl
22. Courses in mathematics, physics, chemistry, mechanical drawinr,
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tricitJ, alternating currents, English composition, American history, AmeriCID aovernment and politics, accounting, public finance, foreign languages, and
llller courses related to the war effort will be offered to students who are
worldnc under an accelerated program. Jn addition, a number of fundamental
anea in the field of education will be given in order to meet the demands
Clf the teachers of the state. Certai111 advanced courses may be applied toward
dqree of Master of Arts.
EDUCATIONAL STANDING
Wolford College is a member of the Association of Methodist Schools
CoOqa; of the Association of American Colleges ; of the South Carolina
Ccileae Conference; of the Southern Associaton of Colleges and Secondary
Is; and of the Southern University Conference. Ir is on the approved
of the Association of American Universities.
PHI BETA KAPP A SOCIETY

The College was granted a Phi Beta Kappa Charter in August, 1940. The
Olord Chapter, known as Beta of South Carolina, was installed in January,
I. Elisibility for membership in the Phi Beta Kappa Society is based upon
11 achievements, high character, and special extra-curricula intellectual
ta.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Cellep life with its various interests offers opportunities for the developIDll the enrichment of the personality of the student, for training him
I lellle of responsibility, for discovering his capacity for leadership, and

him to realize the value of effective co-operative effort toward common

The many and various voluntary activities in which students engage
tlierefore, not to be regarded as sidelines to the main purpose of the
bat as essential elements in this main purpose-the making of clearmen of strong character, who know how to express themselves in1 and serviccably in the practical affairs of life. Insofar as they
to this important end, student activities are encouraged and symdirected by the Faculty.

RELIGIOUS OPPORTUNITIES
onl College is a Christian College. It strives to create an atmo phere
to the development of Christian character. This it seems to do
bf &meral influence and direct instruction and training. It insists that
of the Faculty be men of approved religious character and coIJlllpathetically in maintaining and developing the religious life of
_,... In the matter of direct instruction it conducts a department of
and Philosophy which offers courses in the study of the English
tbe history of Methodism and the Christian Church, and religious edIn their own special religious activities the students receive encouragellld suidance from the Faculty.

-a.era
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ATHLETICS, HEALTH, AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Health.-One of the requirements for admission is an acceptallll
medical certificate. Instruction in hygiene is given in the required courses ii
phy ical education. Cases of minor illness are cared for under the superrisial
of the Directors of Student Health and the Resident urse, while easel
serious illness are treated in the Mary Black Clinic.
Physical Education.-All students are required to take two years ff
physical education or the two years of the basic R. 0. T . C. course. 1'I
requirement may be satisfied in part through intramural or intercoll ·
ports. All students are required to take, for the duration of the war,
special program of training for physical conditioning. A sound bodJ,
well as a trained mind, is an essential part of the student's equipmml
military service. This program of physical conditioning consists of calis
and other exercises prescribed by the armed forces and athletic coaches.
exercises give special attention to the vigorou , intensive use of large m
in order to increase the efficiency of such vital organs as the heart, ·
tory system, and respiratory and bony systems.
Intramural Sporta.-Provision is made for organization and pa
pation of intramural teams in various sports, including volley bal~
ball, baseball, touch football, wrestling, boxing, and tennis. All
are urged to participate in these sports becau e of their influence upon
building of healthy bodies and the development of character.
lntercollesiate Athletica.-A program of intercollegiate athletiCI
recognized as an important part of college life, and, on account of its
tional values, the College gives to it every reasonable encouragement
direction. The College believes in high, amateur standards for interco
athletics. The College i a member of the Southern Intercollegiate
Association and of the South Carolina State As ociation, and its s
conform to the rule and requirements of these two associations. The
however, has di continued intercollegiate athletics during the war.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
All former students of Wofford College are members
sociation.
Through an annual gift plan, known a Tire Living Endowme11t, the
bers of the Association have an opportunity to make their loyalty to
College tangible. The annual contribution of each Alumnus is applied to
teacher retirement funds of the College.
The Alumni As ociation holds its annual
the Saturday preceding Commencement. This
Calendar as Alumni Day.
The official organ of the Alumni Association is the Wofford C
B11lleti11, A lw1111i umber, publi hed four time during the academic year.
ing the war the College is ending a et s B11//eti11 at regular intervals
its AJuroni in the armed service .

ADMISSION TO COLLEGE
Applicants may qualify for admis ion to the College as members of the
~ Cla s or as tudent with advanced standing. ince the enrollment
tf ~ students is limited, the Committee on Admissions will restrict its
lllection of stu~ents to tho e who, in it opinion, are best qualified to benefit
,._ the educational advantages which the College offers.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Application for admission to the College hould be made to the Com~ :'"dmis.sions, Wofford College, Spartanburg, South Carolina. Forms
appbcat1on will be sent on request.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Admission to Wofford. College is dependent upon the ability, attainment ,
mai:~er of th.e applicant. Each applicant must see that the Committee
Admi1S10ns r~e1ves a. complete record of his work in secondary chool or
the required medical certificate, and satisfactory evidence of his good
and ability.

ADMISSION BY CERTIFICATE

ADMISSION BY EXAMINATION
applicant who pre ent fifteen acceptable units for admi sion and is
,
by hi.s principal, but who is not a graduate of an accredited chool,
red to validate these units by entrance examinations and such other
• the College may pre cribe.

ADMISSION WITH ADVANCED STANDING
lhldent of good character who has completed satisfactorily at least one full

of college work in any approved college may be admitted with advanced
He must have fulfilled the equivalent of the requirements for adID the Freshman Class, must present official certificates of all work
other institutions, and have honorable dismissal from each institution
attended. Credit for work completed will be determined in relation
csriculum of Wofford College.
lludent enrolling for the Bachelor's degree who transfers from a junior
Gr from a four-year college not affiliated with the Southern Association
limilar regional association, must receive approval from the departmen~
of all language or science credit that he offers for advanced standing.

m
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d·
"ll be given an average grtde
A student admitted with adva.~ed ~~a~ ~:g i~v~redited, provided his grm
of "C" on the semester-hours kw1 hiswp;~visional classification final, he lllllll
warrant it. In order to fma ~d
ot less than the equivalent of four-J'I'
n
h" h
Pas during his first year o red I 0cnce
. ixtJ-twl
courses with an average gra e f "C" or 1g er ·
The ' maximum amount of credit acceptable from a junior ~oll.eg~ ~~ion.
semester-hours, exclusive of credit in basic R. 0 . T. C.
ys1caand not

or:

o credit is given for work . complet~1!:~ cf:rre~:r: e~~:~ by
than ix semester-hours of cedred1t a;e b: specifically approved by
Any extension work accept
mus
of the College.
ADMISSION FOR SPECIAL WORK
D
tudent of mature age may be a
Upon the approval of the
~ s truction as he is qualified to take,
for special work in such courses. o m\ar course unless he meets all
•
not as a candidate for a degree m regu
ment for admission.

eanf

READMISSION OF FORMER STUDENTS
.
.thd
al from college, to returs
A student who desires, followm~ w1 t ra;~r a degree should applJ
the College and complete f t~e ~e1~~:me;f sa student" during hi absence
readmission to the Dean o t e o de~ raduate wo;k in another insti
the College, has compl~ted any ~ fg such work together with a
'
he must submit an official transcn~ o. .
of honorable dismissal, from that mstttutton.
PRELIMINARY TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS
·
h
ning of college all
During the week immediately pretched1~~s:s eo~1:,hich they are 'assipet
·
placement tests on e
·
men are given
.
E r h mathematics and foreign
'
proper sections in chemistry, ng is '

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF ARTS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The requirements fo r the degree of Bachelor of Arts are based on the

tmeraJ principle of a broad distribution of studies among the representative
lelcb of human culture and a concentration of studies within a special field. The

ClllJect of distribution is to give the student a general view of our intellectual
lieritaae and to broaden his outlook. The object of concentration is to aid

ltUdent in acqui ring comprehensive knowledge and systematic training in
IU1icuJar field of scholarly achievement. These requirements are designed
pide students into the academic training desirable for their growth and
are basic to later study in the various professions.
Hou. and Crad...-A candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts
complete, with an average grade of "C" or higher, one hundred and twentytemester-hours of work or the equivalent, including six semester-hours in
buic R. 0. T. C. or physical education.
A certain quality-grade is required for graduation and, for the purpose
clelermining this quality-grade, numerical values called points are given to
Plde letters. For explanation of the quality-points and grading system
Jlp51.
A student, irrespective of his average grade in preceding years, must, in
to be eligible for graduation, complete the work of the Senior year,
ID average grade of "C" or higher.
A minimum of one full year in residence at Wofford College and the coinwitb an average grade of "C" or higher, of at least thirty semesterof work approved for Seniors, are required of all candidates for the
of Bachelor of Arts.
t of Work.-Exclusive of basic R. 0 . T. C. or physical educaID student is permitted to take less than fifteen seme ter-hours of work
special permission from the Dean; to take more than seventeen semesof work unless his average grade in the preceding emester is "B"
llloft; or under any conditions, to take more than nineteen semester-hours

Wiik.
total amount of work that a student may take in any one department
the Bachelor of Arts degree is limited to a maximum of thirty-six
-hours. For purposes of determining this requirement, German and
Languages are regarded a separate departments.
oa F .... bman Work.- o enior may take for graduation credit
eane open primarily to Freshmen ; and no Junior may take for graduation
-.e than one course open primarily to Fre hmen. A list of the e courses
ander "Departments and Courses of Instruction."
oa Fi-I Work for Graduation.- ot more than six to eight
-boars of work may be taken in another institution of approved standing
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hlfilled the requirement in religion must satisfy this requirement by com-

as the final work nece ary for graduation, and this work of Senior grade llllll
first be approved by the Dean.

fletina'

Degree at End of Summer Seuion.-A tudent who completes ill
summer session the work required by the College for the bachelor's or masteB
degree will be granted the degree at the end of that ses ion.

~ R. 0. T. C. or Physical Education, 6 a.h ~This requirement
atia6ed by the completion of the required work of the Freshman and
~re years in either department. If a student is xcu ed from taking
dlil requirement, he mu t substitute for it six semester-hours of academic work.

Registration for Leaa Than Normal Work.-A student reported to ..
in poor health or engaged in out ide work that demands much of hi time
not register for the normal load of work unle his average grade for
preceding semester is "C" or above.
Auditing Couraea.-A student who wi hes to audit a course may do
on securing the consent of th e instructor. No attendance record of the s
is kept, and he may not receive credit for the course.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE
S. B.

English 1-2 and 51-52 .......................................................................... 12
Fore.ign Languages .............................................................................. 24
Mathematics 1-2 .................................................................................... 6
atural Science ··························································-························ 8
Religion and Philosophy ···························································- ········· 9
Basic R. 0 . T. C. or Physical Education.................................. 6
Major and Related Work .................................................................. 30

courses in religion numbered 101 or above.

llaJor aad Related Work:, 30 a.h.-Major and Related Work consists

of tbi~ sanester-hours~ighteen semester-hours in a subject group, twelve
of which must be in a major subject, and twelve eme ter-hours of related
work in one or more department different from that of the major subject.
A coarse open primarily to Freshmen may not count as part of the major
The thirty semester-hours of major and related work must
.. completed with an average grade of "C" or higher.

..r related work.

p,.. Electina.-In addition to the above, the student mu st elect sufldent courses to complete, with an average grade of "C" or higher, the one
llllClred and twenty- ix eme ter-hours nece sary for graduation.
THE FRESHMAN YEAR

In the Freshman year the student is required to enroll in English, foreign

~ mathematics, natural science, and basic R. 0. T. C. or physical
~ Students not preparing for medical school should enroll in religion
•ID IOIDC other cour e open primarily to Freshmen. Pre-medical students
llllllllcl take biology and chemistry in the Freshman year.

Free Electives to make a total 0£.. .................................................... 126
English 1-2 a nd 51-52, 12 a.h.-Students found
and the mechanics of writing on the placement test
L before taking English 1. Students who show a
composition will take English 51-52 in the Freshman

deficient in gra
must complete
proficiency in
year.

Foreign Langua ges, 24 a.h.-This requirement is satisfied by
completion of twelve semester-hours in each of two foreign languages.
however, a student presents two units of a foreign language on enuuce
college, he may fulfill the requirement in that language with six
hours of college work beyond the level of the first-year requiremenL
Mathematica 1-Z, 6 a.h.-Students found deficient in Mathematica
the placement test must> complete Mathematics L before taking Mathematics
Natural Science, 8 a.h..-This requirement is sati fied by the
pletion of Biology 1-2 or Chemistry 1-2 or Geology 101-102 or Physics
Religion and Philosophy, 9 a.h.-Six semester-hours of this r
ment must be completed in religion and three seme ter-hours in phi!
Three semester-hours of the requirement in religion must be taken ill
Fre hman or ophomore year, and the remaining three must be takea
course numbered 101 or above in the Junior or Senior year. Any c:oanl
philosophy will satisfy the requirement of three semester-hours in that
A tran fer student who is admitted to the Junior or Senior class and 1111

THE SOPHOMORE YEAR

In the Sophomore year the student is required to enroll in English and

R. 0. T. C. or physical education. He should continue foreign lanif that requirement has not been satisfied. Pre-medical students
take chemistry and physics in the Sophomore year. During this year
lladent has the choice of a few electives which give him the opportunity
aplore his interest in other subjects.
MAJOR AND RELATED WORK

ot later than the close of the Sophomore year, a candidate for the degree
Blchelor of Arts shall select, under the guidance of a departmental ad• bis major and related work. It is often advisable, especially in certain
for the student to choose his major and related work at the close
Fre hman year. Many tudent , however, will find it better to postpone
'te decision unti l they have had opportunity to acquaint themselves with
olerings of the variou departments and to talk over their general plans

ldvUers.
A lladent's major must be taken in one of the following subject-groups.
related work must be taken in one or more departments different from
of bis major subject.
o course primarily for Freshmen may count as
of major or related work.
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ANCIENT LANGUAGES
Prerequiaite.-Latin 1-2.
Major and Related Work.-A major in Ancient Languages co
of eighteen semester-hours in this subject-group and may include Greek 51
The related work consists of twelve semester-hours in one or more
ments related to Latin and Greek.
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It leut twelve semester-hours in French or German or Spanish and six
eemester-hours in any one of the three subjects. The related work
of twelve semester-hours in one or more departments related to modern

... Related Work.-Eighteen semester-hours are required for
CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY
Prerequiaitea.-Biology 1-2 and Chemistry 1-2.
Major and Related Work.-Chemistry 51-52, Chemistry
four additional semester-hours in chemistry or biology are required for
major. The related work consists of twelve semester-hours
departments related to chemistry and biology.
EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
Prerequiaite.-Psychology 51.
Major and Rela ted Work.-A major consists of eighteen se
hours, which must include Psychology 101 and Education 102. The
work of twelve semester-hours must be taken in one or more
different from that of the major subject.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Prerequiaitea.-English 1-2 and English 51-52.
Major a nd Rela ted Work.-A major consists of eighteen
hours, which must include English 101-102. The related work
semester-hours must be taken in one or more related departments.
HISTORY AND ECONOMICS
Prerequiaitea.-History 1-2 for history and Economics
economics.
Major and Related Work.-A major consists of eighteen s
hours in this subject-group, at least twelve of which must be in either
-Or economics. The related work must be taken in one or more
related to history or economics.
MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY
Prerequiaite.-Mathematics 1-2 or Mathematics 3-4.
Major a nd R elated Work .-A major consists of eighteen se
hours, twelve of which must be in mathematics. The related work
of twelve semester-hours in one or more related departments.
MOD E RN LANGUAGES
Prerequiaitea.-French 1-2 for French; German 1-2 for
Spanish 1-2 for Spanish.
Major a nd R ela ted Work.-A major in Modern Languages

• twelve of which must be in physics. The related work of twelve
-boars m~st be taken in one or more departments different from that

mjor subJect.

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND SOCIOLOGY
lte.-Political Science 101-102 or Sociology 103-104.
aacl Related Work.-A major consists of eighteen semesterIt leut twelve ot which must be in either political science or sociology.
•.~k of t_welve semester-hours must be in one or more departments
to P>litical saence or sociology.
RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY
1 or 3, or 51 or 53.

r...mdbi--:Religion

... R~tecl ~ork.-A major in Religion or Philosophy, or in
COllSJsts of eighteen semester-hours, twelve of which must be in
Bi~lical Literature, the History of Religion, or
• and. the other six semester-hours in related courses with the
el the m&JOr professor. The remaining twelve semester-hours of related
be taken in one or more departments related to religion or philoso-

area, such as

REQUIUMENTS FOR THE DECREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

~

GENERAL REGULATIONS
·
t • r the degree
The general regulations governi~ th~ r:~·r~:~~es o:oBachelor of
Bachelor of Science are the same as ose or
S. IL

12
English 1-2 and 51-52 ········································································ 12
Foreign Language ·········································································-····· 6

~~~z;"~:,i~=~:;
o.

_=-_=:::~:

:=::: ':

Basic R.
T. C. or Physical Education........................................
32
Major and Related Work ······················-······························-··········-Free Electives to make a tota! o f ········································ ·······-··· 126

.
2 and Sl -52, 12 a.h .- Students found deficient in gr •
and ~~=l::c~~nics of writing on the placement test m~st co~plete ~
.
E 1· h 1 Students who show a proficiency m Eng
before takmg ng 1s ·
..
·11 take English 51-52 in the Freshman year.
position w1
·
t" fied by the
.
e 12 a.h -This requirement is sa ts
Foreasn Lansua s •
·
.
f ·
language If ho.mer.
I
ter hours m one ore1gn
.
'
pletion of twe ve semes. - f a foreign language on entrance to col\ell.
student pre ents ~o umts .o th t I guage with six semester-hours of
ma fulfill the requirement m a an
.
wo~k beyond the level of the first-year requirement:
. M thematia
1 2, 6 • h -Students found deficient m
a
.
• •
aki
Ma
M at h ema t 1cs the placement test must complete Mathematics L ~fore .tfi ;gb the
h Th"s
I
salts e y
1 requirement
. .
-2 Chemistry l·Z.
Na tural Science, 16 • · ..tion of two of the followmg courses . Biology 1 '
101-102 and Physics 1-2.
f b"
'. .
d Philosophy, 9 a.h .-Six semester-hours o ~ IS

m;e~~~~nb:ncompleted

religio~

r:l~~~~te:~~~r~

semester-hours in a major subject and fourteen to sixteen emester-

lloara of related work in at least two subjects different from that of the major
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in
and th_ree
mtaken
Three semester-hours of the requirement m. . g three must be takllll
Freshman or Sophomore ~ar, .an~!h~u~~:a1~;n~enior year. Ally
course numbered 101 or a ve 10
t hours in that
hilosophy will satisfy the requirement of three semes er-rrh·
u'1
P
. 1 Educa t 'aon, 6 a.h .-J. is req __.a
n_ • R 0 T C or Phyatca
a;Nlstc · · • ·
th
· d ork of the Freshman .....
satisfied by the completion of e reqwre w
omore years in either department.
.
d R lated Work
Major and R elated Wor~, 32 s.h.-~aJO~n~n natu~al scien.ce--IDlllllll
of thirty-two semester-hours m mathematics

lllbject. Courses open primarily to Freshmen may not count as part of the
mjor and related work, with the exception that one elementary course in
.....i science may count as part of the related work if taken as a free
elective. General Psychology may also count as part of the related work.
!be thirty-two semester hours of major and related work must be completed
with ID average grade of "C" or higher.
p,.. ElectiYea.-In addition to the above, the student must elect
lllicieat courses to complete, with an average grade of "C" or higher, the
• hundred and twenty-six semester-hours necessary for graduation.

THE FRESHMAN YEAR

ID the Freshman year the student is required to enroll in English, foreign
lllsm&e, mathematics, natural science, and basic R. 0. T. C. or physical
~

He must elect one other course open primarily to Freshmen. Pre-

.scal students should take biology and chemistry in the Freshman year.
MAJOR AND RELATED WORK

ot later than the close of the Sophomore year, a candidate for the degree
Bachelor of Science shall select, under the guidance of a departmental
, his major and related work.
A student's major must be taken in one of the following subject-groups.
related work must be taken in at least two subjects different from that
die major subject. One elementary course in science may count as part of
related work.
CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY

l®-110 are

MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY
f t. .nllaite.-Mathematics 1-2 or Mathematics 3-4.

aacl Related Work.-Mathematics 51 -52, 101-102, and 201-202
for the major. The related work consists of fourteen semesterand must be taken in biology, chemistry, astronomy, applied mathematics,
aeology, or general psychology.

ftllllired

PHYSICS, GEOLOGY, APPLIED MATHEMATICS
•11'8111..Uite..-Physics 1-2.
... Related Work.-Sixteen semester-hours in physics are refor the major. The related work consists of sixteen semester-hours
be taken in biology, chemistry, mathematics, astronomy, applied
aeology, or general psychology.

--a.

COMBINED COURS"ES

COMBINED COURSES, TEACHER CERTIFICATION,
AND ADVISERS FOR STUDENTS
COMBINED ACADEMIC-PROFESSIONAL COURSES
A student may make a certain combination of cour e that not only
lead to the Bachelor's degree and furnish the fundamentals of a liberal
ucation but also will provide special preparation for the pursuit of
import~nt profe sion such as law or medicine. The privilege of com '
a combined cour e is conditioned upon admission to a professional school
the close of the Junior year. A student thus admitted registers a a
resident Senior in the College and as a fir t-year student in the prof ·
school.
Acade mic -Law Co mbin a tion.-A student who desires to transfer
fore graduation to a school of law and receive the degree of Bachelor
Arts while in residence there may do so by ( 1) completing, with an a
grade of "C" or higher, sixty-four semester-hours of undergraduate wort
Wofford College (2) finishing the required subjects and the work of
Junior year in his major and related work and (3) completing satisf
the work of the first year in an approved school of law.
o single di cipline or program of study can be de cribed as the
preparation for the study of law. There are variou methods of appt'Olll
legal study and students differ with respect to the undergraduate studia
which they profit mo t in preparing them elves for law school. P
their best approach will be found through a broad, cultural course of
concentrating in subjects distributed among closely related departments.
Aca d e mic-Medical Combin a tion.-A student who desires to tr
before graduation to a chool of medicine and receive the degree of
of Arts or Bachelor of Science while in residence there may do so bf
completing, with an average grade of "C" or higher, sixty-four
hours of undergraduate work in Wofford College (2) finishing the
subjects and the work of the Junior year in his major and related work
(3) completing ati factorily the work. of the first year in an approved
of medicine.
The student who choo es this combination must include in his t
program of undergraduate work courses in general inorganic chemistry,
biology, and general phy ics. He is advised to acquaint himself .
admi sion requirement of the chool he wishes to enter and to plan bis
year program accordingly.

Students who are preparing to enter public school work are advised to
Niii carefully the certification rules of the state in which they will teach and
ID COlllult the adviser about the choice of courses in subjects they propose
ID tach. They are further advised to take the required courses in education
the order suggested by the Department of Education.
The Southeastern State have agreed to put into effect the following schedof teacher training as soon a po sible :

L General Background :
English .......................................................... 12 s.h.
Science ········································-·················· 12 s.h.
Social Science .............................................. 12 s.h.
Physical Education ························-············ 4 s.h.
2. Intensive study in fields certified for high school teachings :
English ............................................................ 24 s.h.
Foreign Language ...................................... 24 s.h.
Mathematics .................................................. 15 s.h.
Science ............................................................ 27 s.h.
Social Science .............................................. 27 s.h.
(Including American and European history.)
3. Field of Education :
Psychology of Education ............................ 3 s.h.
Principles of Education ................................ 3 s.h.
Methods and Materials ................................ 3 s.h.
Observation and Directed Teaching.......... 5 s.h.

FRESHMEN ADVISERS

Bach Freshman, upon his arrival at the College, is assigned lo an ad i er
remains his adviser until the student has selected his subject-group for
and related work. Freshmen who, at the time of entrance into college,
decided to prepare themselvs for a career in business or in one of the
professions are assigned to special advisers in those several fields.
will plan their programs with the assistance of the advisers during
,eriocl of orientation. It is expected, also, that each Freshman, before the
resistration, will consult the advi er about his program of studies for
.:Giid college year.
'Ille adviser will be available during regular office hours for student conThe student should assume that the adviser desires to aid him with
, belpful counsel. At the same time the student should take the
in consulting the adviser about his personal and academic problems.

DEPARTMENTAL ADVISERS

CERTIFICATION OF TEACHERS
Students who are planning to teach in elementary or secondary
should consult the Chairman of the Department of Education. R
for teachers change so rapidly and vary so widely from state to ~
prospective teachers need the advice of one who is informed reganlils
requirements.
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1tudent is assigned to a departmental adviser as soon as his selection
a departmental subject for major work is approved. The departmental
ii available at stated periods for student conferences. It is expected
ltudent will consult the adviser on all matters relating to his major

nkted work.

WOFFORD COLLEGE SUMMER SCHOOL

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DECREE OF
MASTER OF ARTS

1944

DATE
RESIDENCE
The degree of Master of Arts will be conferred upon A: B. or B.
graduates of thi or other approved institutions upon the satisfactory
pletion of the work of one college year devoted exclu ively to graduate .
or for equivalent work ·done in re idence in the ummer school. A ca~
for the Master of Arts degree shall not receive credit for work done pr
to receiving the Bachelor of Arts degree.

COURSES
The m1111mum program acceptable for the degree shall be twenty
semester-hours. The candidate hall present a major of three~year
or the equivalent, in one field and a minor of one-year-cour e m the •
field or in one related to it. Each of these courses must be passed ~
grade of "B" or above.

The Wofford College Summer School begins on Tue day, June 13, and
on Tuesday, August 22. The ession is divided into two terms of five
each. Registration for the first term takes place on Tuesday, June 13,
~at 9:00 A. M. In truction begins on Wedne day, June 14, at 8:30
II. Registration for the second term take place on Wednesday, July 19.

PURPOSE

The Wofford College Summer School is planned ( 1) to aid the students
in college and high school graduates entering the College in June to
llCllllerate their program of work, so that they may secure the maximum
'-.it of training before they are called into the armed services of the nation
(2) to meet the demands of teachers who de ire to take course for certificacredit and (3) to provide opportunities for instruction in courses leading
the degree of Master of Arts.

THESIS
In addition to the course requirements, the candidate .shall submit a .
the is in the field of his major subject, which gives evidence of capacity
original investigation.

FIELDS OF GRADUATE STUDY

ADMISSION

Afplicants for admission must have completed a high school course. A
who wishes to enroll for graduate credit should have the registrar
die college he attended send to the Dean a transcript of his undergraduate
or of any graduate credit he may have.

Cour es acceptable for graduate credit are offered in the field~ of •
tion, English, language, religion and philosophy, science, and social

EXTRA WORK
A candidate for the degree of Master of Arts will be assigned sudl
ditional work, in the Senior-Graduate courses, as the profe sor may P
above that required of students pursuing the Bachelor's degree.

SUMMER WORK
If the work for the degree is done in summer sessions,
twenty-four weeks of resident study, amounting to twenty-four semester
or the equivalent, is required for completing the work for the M3:5ter of
degree. A student may not take more than nine semester-hours m a
session of nine weeks duration.
For further information consult the Dean of the College regardiq
offered in afternoon cla ses or in Summer School.

CREDITS
Cnclit.-Courses are given ix periods a week during each
llld carry a credit of three or four semester-hours each. The maximum
that a student may earn during' a term i six or seven semester-hours.
c.tllcatioa Credit.-Various state boards of education have different
for granting professional credit toward teacher ' certificates, and
abould acquaint themselves with these rules before enrolling in
IChool courses. The State Department of Education in South Carolina
certification credit under the provisions of the following requirement:
Keking to renew first-grade or second-grade certificates must submit
etidence of successful teaching experience for at least one-half of the
of the certificate, signed by school officials, and a record of having comtbirty hours at an approved summer school, including satisfactory
jlllilatiDDS at the close of the summer school."
f•Nllll_.te Cnclit.-Graduate students may take two advanced courses durtlCb term and earn six or twelve semester-hours of credit toward the deMuter of Arts.

m
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l ·Z. Besiaawa Greek.-A thorough study of some book for begin-

_. in connection with reading, in the original, myths, fable and stories from

Onek Life.--6 s.h.

. f F h
are 1111mbered f rom I t 0 49 '. '""" ,n.
Courses primarlly or res tllell . those primarily for Juniors a"4
nictrily for Sopllomores, from sr. to ~' f Se11iors and Graduates, fr• IOI
iors, from IOI to 199; t/1os~ fpnmar~ Y i':se is give» i1~ semester-hours follofl.
to 299. The amow1t of Cf'edit or eac co
ing the description of tM course. ered ill tlte first semester, and tven-1111tllbfnl
Odd-1111111bered coMses are off
D ble 11umbers indicate tltal
•
ti
econd semester.
L. courses are off ereu..J tn
re s
all be oucontinued througho11t ,,...
r. a year-cou rse and must norm Y Wr 'tten pertnisS10tl
. . fr
1L. • '
course 1s
if credit '.' received. A ~t11de11t/'t~r s:~;,:er se~ester of a year-courst.
structor 111 order to recewe ere it

s..

*

°"' ,...

COURSES PRIMARILY FOR FRESHMEN
_
Latin 1-2.
Applied Mathematics 1 2
Mathematics L
Biology 1-2
Mathematics 1-2
Chemistry 1-2
Military Science 1-2
English L
Physics 1-2
English 1-2
Religion 1-3
French 1-2
Spanish 1-2
German 1-2
Greek 1-2
ANCIENT LANGUAGES
PROFESSOR · · · · · · · · · · '·''
Latin
.
ammar and composition, Cae
Latin -Latm gr
d
1-2. E I ementary
· ..
F
tudents who have ha no P
Gallic War, and Sallust's Cattl111e.
or s
tion in Latin.-6 s. h.
.
Ver il'• Aeneid.-Four orations, in
51-52. Cicero'• Oration• and.
S
d during the first semester.
.. L
and Arch1as are rea
ing the Ma111lla11 aw
.
d during the second semester.
f Vergil's Aeneid are rea
_
least four book s 0
. .
Prerequisite: Latin 1-2 or u•v
vanced Latin grammar and compos1t1on.
d D Amicitia.-A careful
of Latin.-6 s.h.
101-102.. Cicero'• De .senectt:~ a; adv.anced Latin grammar and
of the essays, tog~t~e~ wit~n \:_ 52 ~r four units of Latin.-6 s.h.
position. Prerequisite. Lat'!
d Pl' ' Lettera.-Selections are
Od
of Horace an
103-104.
••
pr•nJ' •• Letters. Advanced Prose
h Odes of Horace and from
my s
h
from t e
. . . L . 10l-l02 or equivalent.-6 s. ·
position. Prerequ1S1te . atm
Greek
.
k n through two years. At the end of the
The courses m Gree ru
d t . be able to t ranslare accuratelJ
. .
t d that the stu en w111
year 1t 1s expec e
A .
d New Tesrament Greek.
with reasonable ease both ttlc an

n..sz.

Aaabuia and New Teatament,....-During the fi rst semester two
books of the Anaba.sis will be read. T he second semester will be
*'ated ro the study of New Testament Greek. Sight reading will be prac11C1d throufhout the entire year.-6 s.h.

« three

APPLIED MATHEMATICS
PROFESSOR SHUUR
l J. Meclaaaical Drawins.-Three periods of t wo hours each devoted
to elements of engineering drafting, lettering, projections, geometric drawing,
werldna drawings, and blue printing.-6 s.h.
PROFESSOR SHULER
0

n.a

DeacriptiYe Geometry.-Designed to fulfill requirements of
courses. Two hours of class lectures and one laboratory
of two hours. Prerequisite: Mechanical Drawing 1-2.-6 s.h.
PROFESSOR SHULER

~ring

Jl'iocl

Arclaitectural Drawins.-Pr erequisite: Mechanical Drawing
PROFESSOR SHULER
Electricit,..-A sur vey course in practical electricity, in which
is placed on the study of motors, generators, and general electrical
....nca Three hours of lectures and one laboratory period of two hours.
IA
PROFESSOR SHULER

·w11111w·

Sune,.ins.-Plane and topographica l sur veying, a study of
lllltruments employed, office computations, plotting and mapping as adjuncts
die field surveys. Special emphasis on farm survey and terracing. Three
of lecture and t'Wo laboratory periods of two hours.-10 s. h.
PROFESSOR SHULER
Alternatins Currenta.-Three hours of lecture and one labperiod of two hours. Prerequisite: Electricity 103-104 or its equiv8 a.h.
PROFESSOR SauLER
BIOLOGY
PATTERSON
PR"FESSOR WALLER
l.Z. C...ral Biolosy.-The purpose of this course is to train the stuin careful and truthful observation, to familiarize him with the more
aspects of nature, and to give him some insight irlo the fundamental
of life. Two hours a week lecture and four hours a week laboratory.
• : Chemistry 1-2. 8 s.h.
PROFESSOR w ALLER

·I•

Elem.tar,. Bacteriolosy.-Designed to give the student a workmowledge of Microbiology. The relation and importance of bacteria to
life is stressed Particular attention is paid to organi m found in
water, and milk. In the laboratory, exercises are given illu trating the
of culture media; sterilization; technique in growing, staining,
and mounting cultures; and microscopic study of some pathogenic
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and non-pathogenic organism . Two hours a week lecture and four
a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2. Corequi ite: BioloCJ
4 s.h.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR PA

Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-2 and 51-52; 101 or 103-104.
PROFESSOR 'AfALLF:R
(Not offered in 1944-45.)

102. Anatomy and Physiology.-A study of the structure of
human body, its various organs and their functions. In the laboratory
section of a mammal, cat or rabbit, and other exercises relating to H
Physiology. Two hour a week lecture and four hours a week labo
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2. Corequisite: Biology 1-2. 4 s.h.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR PA

117-I• s-i-Micro Qualitative Analysis.-An advanced course in
Ille study of the propertie and reactions of the metallic elements and of the

103-104. Comparative Anatomy of Vertebrates.-A study of sys
and organs in vertebrates, their structure and function . Two hours a
lecture and two hours a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 1-2. 6
( ot offered in 1944-45.)
PROFESSOR

w

CHEMISTRY
PROFESSOR WALLER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR PATTERSON
1-Z. General Inorganic Chemiatry.-Thc fundamental
ical structure; atomic theory in relation to the elements; laws of
combinations; a study of the elements and their compound , includiiw
introduction to organic chemistry. Three hours a week lecture and two
a week laboratory. (Pre-medical students four hours a week labo
8 (or 10) s.h.
PROFESSOR WALLER, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR PATTERSON, ML
51-52 Organic Chemistry.-The chemistry of the carbon com
Three hours a week lecture and three hours a week laboratory. Prer
Chemistry 1-2. 9 s.h.
PROFESSOR w ALLF:R AND ML
101. Physical Chemistry.-ln this course emphasis is given to
parts of physical chemistry that have important applications to ph •
bacteriology, and other biological sciences that underlie modem pra
medicine. Three hours a week lecture and two hours a week laboratory,
requi ites: Chemistry 1-2 and 51-52.-4 s.h.
PROFESSOR W
102. Physiological Chemiatry.-The object of this course is to
to the student a familiarity with those compounds important from a ·
ical point of view and to acquaint him with the fundamental processes
on in the body. Three hours a week lecture and two hours a week la
Prerequisites : Chemistry 51-52 and 101. 4 s.h.
PROFESSOR W.
103-104. Physical Chemistry.-A more complete and thorough
ment of theoretical chemistry than Chemistry 101. Three hours a M
ture and two hours a week laboratory. Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-Z
51-52 ; Mathematics 101. 8 s.h.
PROFESSOR W.
( ot offered in 1944-45.)
105-106. Physiological Chemistry.-A more complete and
treatment than Chemistry 102. Thr e hours a week lecture

ODllllllOD inorganic and organic acids.

Special attention i

paid to the Theory

If Electrolytic Dissociation and the Law of Mass Action. Emphasi is given
ID analysi of a number of "unknown" solution and solid mixtures. Two
lecture and four hour a week laboratory. Prerequi ites: Chem1-2. 8 s.h.
Ma. BoozER
...111. Quantitatin Analysis.-Lectures and laboratory exercises
designed to illustrate the principles involved in Gravimetric and Volumetric
's. Two hours a week lecture and four hours a week laboratory. Pre•· : Chemistry 1-2. 8 s.h.
Ass1sTA NT PROFE SOR PATTERSON
lll·llZ. Qt,alitative Organic Chemistry.-Designed to crystalize an d
the organic knowledge gained in Chemistry 51-52. Theory and labanalysis or identification of simple organic compounds and mixtures.
hour a week lecture and four hours a week laboratory. Prerequisites:
try 1-2 and 51-52. Chemistry 109-110 desired. 6 s.h.
DR. LOFTIN
ot offered in 1944-45.)

llOars a week

EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
Hl!RBUT
PROFESSOR TRAWICK
Paycbology.-An introductory course. -3 s.h.
PROFESSOR llERBERT
Paychology.-The principles of general p ychology apto business, professions, social problems, etc. Prerequisite: P sychology
lQ.1. J s.h.
PROFESSOR llERBERT
P1ycbology of Education.-Psychology applied to the work and
problems of the teacher. Prerequisite: Psychology 51 or 103.-3 s.h.
PROFESSOR l! I;RBERT
P11cbolo1y of Childhood.-A study of nature and nurture as
upon the life of the child and the attainment of full per onality. 3 s.h.
PROFESSOR TRAWICK
P11cbology of Adoleacence.-The problems of the high school
tiasether with the circumstances tending to the developing of normal and
personalities. 3 s.h.
PROFESSOR TRAWICK
Hiatory of Education.-A survey of the history of education.PRon:s OR ll£RBERT
Pri.ciplea of Education.-Sources of educational theory.-3 s.h.
PROFESSOR ll l!RBERT
r.ltUc School Adminiatration.-3 s.h.
PROFESSOR ll ERBERT
lecoadary Education.-The high school, its functions and man3 1.h.
PROFESSOR llERBERT
offered in 1944-45.)

4-0

C TALOCUE OF VI/OFFORD COLLEGE
108.

Methods.-Methods and materials in the

3 s.h.
(Not offered in 1944-45.)
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117. ne American Short Story.-A study of the works of the great

American

story writers. 3 s.h.
(Not offered in 1944-45.)

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CoATES

109-110. Practice Teachins.-Prerequisites or corequisites: Educatiaa
101 and 105 or 102. Credit depends upon the amount of work. 3 to 6 a1.
PROI'ESSOR H -

Ill. IJterature of the South.-A survey of Southe rn literature with
. . . . on the twentieth century. 3 s.h.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CoA'n:S
(Not offered in 1944-45.)

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
PROFESSOR SNYDER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOI Calm
PROFESSOR PUGH
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR STAMIUlll

111-1& Public Speakins and Debatins.-6 s.h.
PROFESSOR Puca
UL Jolll'Daliam.-A course primarily for students interested in news-

L. Review of Grammar and the Mechanics of Writins.-For studeata
who are poorly prepared in Engti h composition. Required of all Frcslula
who fail to make satisfactory grade on the English placement test. 01"'4
during the first semester. 3 s.h.
ASSISTANT PROI'i:SSOR CoA•

Ass1sTANT PRoFessoR CoAT.t:s

writing.

Practice in newspaper reporting and feature writing.

3 s.h.

UL Cname Writins.-For students interested in writi ng essays,
stories, plays, and poetry. 3 s.h.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR COATES

1-2. Enslish Compoaition.-Emphas is on written Englis h. Rcqn
of all Freshmen except tho e who make a superior grade on the EncM
pl acement test. 6 s.h.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR COATES A D ASSISTANT PROFESSOR STAnod

HISTORY AND ECONOMICS
PioFESSOR VI/ALLA CE
PROFESSOR CAUTHEN
History

51-52. American Literature.-A survey of American literature fna
the beginnings to the present. Required of all Sophomores. 6 s.h.
PROFESSOR SNYDER, PROFESSOR Puca, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

arc so arranged and alternated that a student desiring to major
IUtory may plan to take five complete years in history. Readings and
reports witt be assigned.

101-102. Enslish Literature.-A survey of English literature. Req '
of all Engl ish majors. 6 s.h.
PROFESSOI
103. Tennyaon.-3 s.h.
PROFESSOR
104. Brownins.-3 s.h.
PROFESSOI

1-1.

105-106. The Victorian Revolution.-A study of the note
changes in industrial, political, intellectual, and spiritual Ii fe of the
people as reflected in the poetry and prose of the Victorian Era. 6 s.h.
PROFESSOI
107-108. Shakespeare.-An interpretation of the great plays of S
speare against the background of the times in which they were written. 6
PROFESSORS
109-110. The Drama.-A survey of the drama from its English
nings to the present day.-6 s.h.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ST
( ot offered in 1944-45.)
111-112. The Ensliah Novel.-A survey of th e English novel from
beginnings to the pre ent day. 6 s.h.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ST
( ot offered in 1944-45.)
113-114. Ensliah Poetry and Proae, 1550-1675.-The second seme1ter
devoted to a study of the works of John Milton. 6 s.h.
A sst TANT PROFESSOR STA
( ot offered in 1944-45.)
115-116. The Epic in Tranal~tion.-A study of the literary meritl
historical backgrounds of the great epic poems of western civilization:
Vergil, Dante, Tasso, Milton, and others.-6 s.h.
A ssrsTA T PROI'ESSOR ST
( ot offered in 1944-45.)

Tbe courses

Earope From the Renaiaaance to 1815.-6 s.h.
PROFESSOR VlfALLAC£

.a.

Europe From 1815 to the Preaent Time.-The course bears
on the forces that have contributed to the crises marked by the First
Second World Vl/ars. 6 s.h.
PROFESSOR VI/ ALLACE
( ot given in 1944-45. )

·I& ne Hiatory of Ensland.-Emphasis on the aspects of Eng-

blltory bearing on the development of popular government and events
to the present confiict between democratic and totalitarian ideals and
alternates with History 131- 132. 6 s.h.
PROFESSOR VI/ALLACE
( ot given in 1944-45.)

The course

•UI. Tlie History of the United Statea. -From the close of the
•

to the present time, with emphasis on growth not only in territory
ideas and problems as well. 6 s.h.
PROFESSOR VI/ALLACS

w.Jtb. but in

Economics

.&. Pint Year Accountins.-6 s.h.

.a.

PROFESSOR VI/Al.LACE

C.neral Economics.-6 s.h.

PROFESSOR VI/ ALI.ACE
Economic Problems of War.o prerequisite is required, ala knowledge of general Economics is de irable. The course was intro.
especially to meet war conditions. Vl/hether the course will be given
will be determined by the situation at the time. 6 s.h.

·I•

PROF£5SOR VI/ ALLACE

Ill. Mone,. and Bankins.-This course will be given in 1943-44
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A

unless conditions are such as to make it better to give
or some other course bearing directly on our country's war needs. 6 s.h.
PROFESSOI WAu.Ml
Each year, normally, the second-year work in economics is changed, IO a
to give the tudent the opportunity ro take a many different counes
economics as pos ible. Money and Banking, Transportation, Corporau.r.
Insurance, Public Finance are the subjects generally chosen. The time ...
credits for these courses are the same as described under Economics 101·1•
above.

MATHE MATICS AND ASTRONOMY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR PROFESSOR DuPRE
Organization of the work has been planned to correlate the courses
the basic physical sciences and at the same time enable the student, ii
desires, to obtain courses of such thoroughne s and scope that he will be
pared to enter upon graduate work in mathematics.
Mathem a tica
L. Intermediat e College Algebra a nd Pla ne Geometry.-For stu
who, becau e of poor preparation, are not able to do the regular work
Freshman lathematics in one year. The cour e conrinues through the
and mu t be taken before Mathematics 1-2.-3 s. h.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOI
1-2. Colle ge Al gebra, Plane a nd Spherical T ri1onometl'J..course is for students of average preparation.- 6 s. h.
PROFESSOR D UPRE AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
3-4. College Al gebra, Plan e and Sph erica l T ri1onom•trJ,,.....,
Analytic Geometry is also included for students above the average in

and preparation.-6 s. h.
PRoFESSOI
51 -52. Analytic Geometry.-An application of algebra to the g
of conic sections, with a study of linear, quadratic, cubic and higher
polynomial functions. Prerequisite: Mathematics 1-2 or 3-4.--0 s. h.
A SSISTANT PROFtSSOI
101-102. Differ ential a nd Integ ra l Ca lculua.-An introduction to
reasoning and methods of the calculus and thorough training in ditie
and integration.
umerous applications to practical problems are ·
Prerequisite: Mathematics 51-52, but students who have done particularlJ
in Mathematics 3-4 may take the cour e.-6 s. h.
PRortsSOI
201-202. Differ ential E quation• and Theory of Equationa..ular emphasis is placed on the relation of Differential Equations to the
sciences by means of practical applications. Prerequi ite: Mathematics St
6 s. h.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOI
D eacrip tive A atronomy
203-204. De1criptive A atrono my.-A general course designed to
a comprehensive knowledge of the principal facts, theories and
the subject.-6 s. h.
Ass1sTA T PllDFESSOI

~

MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS
ASSISTANT S NYDER
IU JCCts given below are divided . t
(1) hour theoretical work per
ek d m. o three (3) hours practical and
- .. and ·
we
unng the Fresh a
d s
•-·
mto three (3) hours pra t"
d
m n an
ophomore
week during the Junior and ; 1 ~a 1 an three (3) hours theoretical work
'on and training i offe cd emorhyears. In addition, extra-curricular
_, _ _.
r
on t e small bore ·fl
-•ocu Rifle Team candidates
d
. n e range to Juniors
practice to members of the R. 0. ~ C e~ra-curncula musical instruction
1.Z. B .
..
· · and.
- - - ' •••c M1btary Science • A . -S u b"iects ta ht ·
h"
- · - - u follows: National Def en
d th
ug
m t is course are
cllilenshi p; m1·1·1tary history and police an
e R 0 T C . bl" .
.
T
· . · . : · • o 1gallons of
a.tans of the service. military an·tat·Y' md1 itfiary d1sc1phne, courtesies, and
1
• .
f
'
I
ion an
rst aid. mfft
.
bon o the infantry. map read· . 1 d
. •
ary organization;
l.J!ml_DJ.i>.·-3 s.h.
'
mg ' ea ership; weapons; rifle marksll-IZ. B . MT
.
Ass1sTANT PROFESSOR Cul.I.ER
a11c 11tary Science, B.-Subject t
h .
.
as follows: leadership; automati
. s. aug t m. t?1s course are
; technique of rifle fire. c t"
cd nfle' c~aractenstlcs of infantry
; combat principles of rifle soq~~dng adn pa~rollmg; functions of platoon
an sechon.-3 s.h.
Ad
..
ASSISTA NT PROF£5SOR CULLER
Tancecl Milita ry Scie nce A S b.
are arranged as follows: aerial phot '
·~ u ~ects taught in this
motor vehicles· company adm· · t . ograp reading; care and operation
•
'
mis ration . defense a . t h .
of leadership;
instructional meth'od s . mach"gams
.
me gunsc . em1cal
H ·t warfare;
weapons; review of rifle a d .
• ow1 zer com'
·.a.
n p1sto 1 marksmanshi .
b
. .
.
P' com at pnnc1ples
a.b.nuc and machine gun platoon and H ow1tzer
squad; field fortifications.

The SSISTANT
b"
·PROFESSOR CULLER

(Not offered in 1944-45.)

PROFESSOR - - -

.... Ad•-cecl Military Science B -S .
.
are arranged as follows.· militar Y 'h.1story
.
ubiects taught m this
and polic . ·i ·
1
reserve corps regulations. princ· 1
f
. .
Y, m1 1tary aw;
and anti-tank defense . '
h •P. es ? leadership; instructional methods .
'
' mec an1zatton. anti-aircraft d f
; property, emergency procurement ' d f
e ense; combat
signal communications.-6 s.h.
' an
unds; combat intelligence ;
ot offered in 1944-45.)
PROFESSOR - - - MODERN LANGUAGES
CBrL£s
A SSISTANT PRonssoR BOURNE
Ass 1STANT p ROFESSOR TENNIS
SALMON
fin
·
t ob1ect of the cour es in Mode L
the languages readily with a . rn al~guages is to teach the student
•
view to 1terary app · t"
d
rec1a ion an as an
pursuit of other studies.

the
Elem

Germa n
• .
~tary German.-Elementary German
ram
.
f
g
mar, pronun, dictation; conversation. memo . .
• L
Reading of easy ~tories ~mgh o common idioms and everyday
.
s. .
PROFESSOR CHILES
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,._
-Reading of selections from stan~
echate uerman.
r · c__--:.i..
51· SZ• I n t e rm
.
d b II d
Advanced gramma ' Ollll"'prose writers. German lyn.c~ an
a a s.1-2 or two years of high tdloll
and conversation. Prerequ1S1te : German
'
PaoFESSOll CIPlll
.
German.--6 s.h.
from Lessing Schiller,
Clauic• -Se1ect1ons
'
2.-6
101-10%. The German
.
.
Prerequisite : German 51· 5
Goethe. History of German literature.
Paor£SSOI

atiata -Selected dramas of Grill
tm~nn. Prerequisite: German 51·
Hebbel, Ludwig, Sudermann and H p
PRoFESSOI C
151·152. Modern German Dra':u

6 s.h.
)
( ot offered in 1944-45 ·
French
Elementary French grammar i pron
1-2. Elementar.y French... g of common idioms and
.
t' on · memonzm
tion . dictation; conversa I '
.
.c. h
Ass1sTANT Paonssoa
'
d.
f easy stones.--u s. ·
expressions. Rea mg. 0
h -Reading of selections from. 5
51.52. Intermediat e Frenc •
mposition and conversauoa.
.
Ad
ed grammar i co
h.
wnters.
vane
f
h'gh
school French.--6 5·
rose
P
2 or two years o 1
1
h
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
requisite: Frenc - '
•

101-102. French

he Nineteenth Century.-Reading of

P~o•• in ~aturalistic writers. History of French

tions from the Romantic and 52 --6 h
Ass1sTANT PRonssoa
ture. Prerequisite : French 51- .
s. .
1 .
from Co
Cla . 1 Dra ma -Se ections
151·152. The French .
French literature. Prerequisite:
Ass1STA NT PaoFESSOI
Racine, and Moliere. History
51-52--6 s.h.
( ot offered in 1944-45.)
Spaniah
· h gra mmar·'
· h - Elementary Spams
t
riting . memorizing of common
1-2. Elementary Spa~ • •
.
d' ti n . conver ation ; 1et er-w
'
.c. h
ciat1on ; icta o '
.
Reading of easy stories.--u s. .
LMON AND ASSISTANT Paor£SSOI
and everyday expressions.
PROFESSOR A
.
aniah - Reading of selections from
51-52. Intermediate Sp
·
'tion. commercial cor
Ad need grammar ; compos1
'
. h school
prose writers.
va . . . S anish 1-2, or two years of h1g
conversation. Prerequisite . p S
ON AND Ass1 sTA NT PRoFESSOI
P ROFESSOR ALM
--6 s.h.
R pid reading of prose
Literature.- a
f
d p
101-lOZ. Advance
roae .
b d on the subject matter o
advanced composition ; conversation, . -~s~ Spanish 51-5z-6 s.h.
textbooks; parallel reading. P rerequ1s1 e .
PROFF.SSOI

u:t

s

.

of the Sixteenth and Snea......

151·15Z. Spa niah Litera ture C
tes Lope de Vega, and
ervan
'
52 -6 s.h.
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p
· ite. Spanish 51- ·

History of Spanish literature.
( ot offered in 1944-45.)
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MR. PETosKEY
The P!lfPOR of this department is to promote health, growth, and developof ~ body. The various activities included in the program produce the
lllPest mascular coordination and greatly improve the efficiency of the body
. . mind. Activities included in the program are : Calisthenics ; tumbling ;
.,....Uca; rope-climbing; Indian wrestling; tug-of-war; basketball ; volleyWl; 111111 athletics; shadow-boxing ; individual sports and methods of running.
I.a. P. .oaal Hysiene.-This course includes elementaTy exercises
abaft and a lecture course on the elements of personal hygiene. Three
a week are devoted to the exerci es and one hour a week to classroom
~ s.h.
MR. PETOSKEY
-II. MT-ced Hy1iene.-A continuation of principles given in the
of elementary personal hygiene with additional work in health education,
aid, and training of athletes. Prerequisite : Physical Education 1-2.ala.
MR. PETOSKEY
PHYSICS AND GEOLOGY
PROFESSOR P£TTJS
Pbyaica
c..-1 Pbyaica.-A study of mechanics, heat, wave motion and
mpetism and electricity, and light. Three hours a week lecture and
.... a week laboratory.--8 s.h.
PROFESSOR PETTIS
-II. Laboratory Courae.-This course is designed to meet' the needs
llldents who wish more advanced laboratory work in General Physics.
r attention is paid to more advanced work in electricity and magSix hours a week laboratory. Prerequisite : Physics 1-2.~ s.h.
PROFESSOR PETTIS
I& Meclaanica.--An introduction to theoretical mechanics with
reference to the methods of the calculus. Three hours a week lecture.
PROFESSOR PETTIS
.a neoretical Pbyaica.-A study of the foundat ion s, funda CDDCepts, laws and theories of Phy ics. Three hours a week lecture.
"te: Physics 1-2, the calculus.~ s.h.
PROFESSOR PETTIS
lhteorolon.-A study of the phenomena of the atmosphere
alect weather conditions with special attention paid to aeronautical
• Three hours a week lecture. Prerequi ite : Physics 1-2.-3 s.h.
PROFESSOR PETTIS
NmptioL-This course is adapted to meet the needs of preltadenta with special reference to the mathematics involved in the
11111 methods of determining position on the earth's surface. Three
• week lecture.-3 s.h.
PROFESSOR PETTIS
Geolo1y
C...ral Geolo1y.-Principles of dynamica l, physiographical,
llld historical geology. Occasional excursions are made to points
interest in the vicinity of Spartanburg. Several theses are
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required of the class during the year, based upon reading
instructor. The geological collection possesses not less than 2,500
of minerals and rocks, and 500 specimens of fossils.-6 s.h.
( ot offered in 1944-45.)

1

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND SOCIOLOGY
PROFESSOR NORTON
Political Science
101. America n Na tional Govern ment.-This course is designed to
part a practical understanding of the machinery and problems of our
government. An intensive study is made of the relationships existing
the government and the citizen. Special attention will be given to the
aspects of the subject.-3 s.h.
Paon:ssoa N
lOZ. America n Sta t e and Local Government.-The most importaat
stitutions and problems of state and local government will be considen4
this course. Special emphasis is given to those problems contributial
the breakdown in local government and an examination is made of
schemes of reform.-3 s.h.
PaorESSOI N
201 -ZOZ. Dictatorship vs. Democ ra cy.-This course is an exa ·
of the basic principles of government which divide the world todaJ.
growth of democracy in the English-speaking countries is traced. Tbe
of Fascism, Communism, and the Nazi in Europe will be studied. The
will be led to appraise the issues at stake in the present world crisis.-6
PaortsSOI
Sociolo1ry
Gen er al Sociolo1ry.-An introductory course in sociolOU
signed to impart to the student a new knowledge about himself and the
world. The individual as a social unit, human culture, race, social
tion, and social control are some of the principal divisions of the
6 s.h.
PROFF.590&
103-104.

Z03. Social Problema.- A study of the cause, nature, and cure al
problems that vex contemporary society. Some of the principal problems
are delinquency and crime, feeble-mindedness and insanity, poverty ...
nomic maladjustment, race and class relations, and the institutional
of the complex society of modem times.-3 s.h.
PRoF£SSOI
Z04. Social Anthropolo1ry.-This is a study of the culture of p
man. An examination is made of the life of contemporary primitives in
Asia, North America, and Oceana. The course is made vivid by an
of illustrative material.-3 s.h.
Paomso&
ZOS. Marria 1re and the F a mily.-The age-level of the collep
is recognized in the approach made in this study. The treatment
topics as preparation for marriage, problems of adjustment within tbe
economic aspects of the family, the family as a social unit and tbe
the center of family interest.-3 s.h.
PllOFUIOI
( ot offered in 1944-45.)

a South
Tlae Rural South -A stud
f h
in relation to s~ch prob!/ o t e present and the future of the
IJns Cotton, poverty and, riches i:~has tenancy and land ownership, perils
af rural people and relation of

I e country, the social and institutional

.
nnl life m
· South
'
· 1 examination
Carolina w'llrura
be andd urban life · A spec1a
( ot offered in 1944-45.)
I
ma e.-3 s.h.
PROFESSOR ORTON

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY
PROFESSOR TRAWICK
A SSOCJATE PROFESSOR ESBITT
.
purpose of this department is to enabl h
her obligation as a church chool b ff . e t e c~llege to realize more
fields of Religion and Philosop: o ~·mg a series of academic studies
1 aware of their full responsiJiitw ;ch ti·ll n:iake college students
eoanes of study, and the provi sion fo Y • or ivmg m the modern world.
lftlllrinl a trained leadership and anr .mta~~·rs, ar~ ~11 set up with the idea
her comprehensive program of
. m e igent aity for the church, so
service may be carried out more efficiently.

The

R eli1rion
latrodaction to the Christian R r .
doctrines of the Christian faith as e~:·~n.-:-A h study of the funda_ _!Cd to the world by the organized
llJMster.
· ·
ere a so "'
1a~ ..11 •
PROFESSOR TRAWICK
vvauctaon to the Study of t h B'bl
and contents, the writing and
of the
llaiillhlrP<I
sketch
·
e oo s, and their use
111story of the. English Bible; and extensive
Offered also m tlie second semester.
Bio
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR NESBITT

c~u~c:._:._3e s~ewOTffestadmenlt a~d

c:lle~tio:~T~ n:tu~e

~ible,

and History
ofpaphJ
the Hebrew
le in
h the
. Old. T ea t a me nt.-The origin and
0
of the world.-3 ~h.p
Offse~e~m~ th~1r contribution to the religious
a so m the second semester.

91.--

b
PROFESSOR TRAWICK
..-..p
1
and
Histor
y
in
the
N
T
of the Christian r .
e w eata me nt.-The origin and
Apottles, and oth::~f~~~ a:r:;~w;.:~ the gos.pel of Luke and the Acts
early days.-3 s.h Offer d '1 • • e/mpha is on the great characters
.
e a so m I ie seco1id semester.
TM Lif
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ESB!TT
• and Relision of Jeau

A

f I
care u..study of the gospels
of Oiristianity, considering its a a~? \~e religion He taught, as the
PP ica ion to modern life and society.
TM Lif
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ESBITT
•
-d
Relision
of
P
a
ul
-Th
In the apostolic age as sh . . e growth and expansion of

8ltllre of the life that Jesus lived•.-

a.h.
-._

on the life and

teaching~:~

;

~~ Acht~ and . Pauline .Letters,
au m t e1r social and historical
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
ESBITT

• - Jlelision of tbe H e b rew p rop h eta.-A careful study of the
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religious teachings of the Hebrew Prophets as shown in their own writings, wllll
emphasis on the permanent social, historical, and religious values.-3 s.h.
Assoc1An: PROFESSOI Nllllft
112. Poetry and Wisdom in the Old Teatament.-A general study of
the origin and growth of Hebrew thought as shown in their poetry ...
philosophy in the books of Job, P alms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, etc.-J
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR NUllll
121. The Enslish Bible as Literature.-A careful study of th is pelt
English classic from the standpoint of its literary values in addition to '
religious significance.-3 s.h.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR Namt
122. The History of the Christian Church.-A general survey of t11t
history of the Christian church from the apostolic age to modern times, '
emphasis on the great epochs and prominent characters in the church'•
perience.-3 s.h.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR N
131. The Principles of Christian Education.-A study of the th
of Christian religious education, its history and methods, with emphasil •
the necessary foundations for the richer religious experience of persons. Plto
requisite : One course in psychology.-3 s.h.
AssOCIATE PROFESSOR NIRl'lt
(Not offered in 1944-45.)
132. The Orisin and Development of Methodism.-The timet
conditions that produced the Methodist movement, the contribution of
Wesleys, the transfer of the new religious forces to America, and
growth and function as a great religious organization.-3 s.h.
( ot offered in 1944-45.)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR N
201-202. Early Christian Literature and H istory.-A compreh
survey of the literature of the New Testament, with some attention to
non-canonical writings, and the outline of history through the po t-a
age. Prerequisite: Two courses in religion or philosophy, numbered
or above.-6 s.h.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR N
(Not offered in 1944-45.)
Philosophy
101. Introduction to Philosophy.-Types of thought concernin1
versa! problems as presented by a few of the world's great philosophen
the early Greek period to our own times.-3 s.h.
PROn:ssoa Tu
102. Principles of Losic.-A study of the theory and practice of
rect thinking.-3 s.h.
PaoPESSOI Tu
111. Ethics.-The deve lopment of ethical t hought and ideal1,
ination of various ethical theories, and investigation of fundamental
of conduct from the standpoint of practical application.-3 s.h.
( ot offered in 1944-45.)
Paonssoa Tu
11.Z. Christian Ethica.-A study of personal a nd
the distinctly Christian point of view.-3 s.h.
(Not offered in 1944-45.)
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JD.IJZ. Tlae Hiatory of Philoaophy.-A survey of the field of Westn Jhil010phy in an attempt to find the ultimate meaning of all existence.I I.IL
PROFESSOR TRAWICK

( ot offered in 1944-45.)

Dl·UZ.-The Relisiona of the World.-A survey o f primitive life an d

sreat living religions.-6 s.h.

a1.m.

PROFESSOR TRAWICK

The Philosophy of Relision.-The principles of philosophica l

1111CJ11inc brought over into the study of the Christian religion. Prerequisite :
tliloeophy 121-ZZ or 131-32.-6 s.h.
PROFESSOR TRAWICK
( ot offered in 1944-45.)
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GENERAL REGULATIONS
The academic year is divided into two semesters. The first semester of
academic year 1944-45 begins September 14 ; the second, February 1.
mencement Day, 1945, is June 3.

TIME OF ENTRANCE
Patron of the Cotlege are earnestly reque ted to take care that all
shall be present on the opening day of the se ion' hen the classes are or
and instruction is begun. Tho e who enter after that time necessarilJ
some part of the instruction. They may find themselves hopelessly
and thus forced to drop into lower clas es. Students who enter after
beginning of the seme ter are marked ab ent on the days they have
in the courses to which they are admitted, and these absences are
as other ab ences from class.
For Freshmen who wi h to follow the accelerated program and begin
work of the Freshman year in the Summer School, the schedule for tests
naturally be adju ted to fit the time of admission.
MATRICULAT ION, R EGISTRATION, AND
All students must regi ter on the opening day of the se sion. TbeJ'
appear before the Committee on Admis ions and obtain cards for
'
Cards of admis ion must be presented at the Treasurer's office at the time
matriculation. All student , both old and new, are required to matricalm
the beginning of each semester and to obtain fr om the Treasurer a
of matriculation which serves also as an enrollment card.
o student
a matriculation card is admitted to any class. Students matriculating in
semester at a date later than that prescribed in thi Bulletin shall pay to
Treasurer a penalty of $1.00 per day for late registration.
COURSE CARDS
Members of the Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior cla es are
to sumbit to the Dean, not later than the date of spring registratioa,
showing thei r election of courses for the following year. These cards
be approved by the Dean. Those students who do not select their
for the following year at the time appointed are required to pay a fee of
to the Treasurer of the College before their course cards may be
The same regulations apply for the second semester.
No tudent may drop a course without obtaining permission of the
If a student drops with permission a course in which he is failing ll
time, the grade for that course shall be recorded as "F,'' unless,
judgment of the Dean, circumstances do not justify this penalty.
REGULAT IONS REGARDING GRADES
Grades shall be reported so as to indicate one of four things:
Passed.-A grade of "A,'' "B," "C,'' or " D" shall indicate that a

"C," fair; "D,''

Poikd.-A
of "F" sh a ti m
· d'1cate that the student has fail ed th
. grade
d
e course
that, an or er to receive credit for th
the work again in class. .
e course, he shall be required to
lrteOMPlttt.-A grade of "I" h ll . d.
the
. .
require m the course tho gh h h
AU
is unalble to report the final grade at the r:gular etimaes

lbllmt bas not completed all th: '~or~n teat~ thd a.t the instructor, becau e the

~~~1~~~n,.
a~d h~;:r:~:t~b~;~d~s)

coacemed
a w:o .have not atisfied the depart:
~ smg g'.ad~ before the close of
lellleSter following the date of th
incurr.. a
ded
.
e regu ar examination in which the "I"
cu re regar
as having f ·1 d
h
the course in class in order to a1 e . on t ed. course concerned and must
Jfb#lfl
rece1 ve ere 1t.
From E~amit1alio1~.-A grade of "X" h ll . d'
alleent from the examination.
s a m icate that the student

A atudent absent from examination and marked "X " .

.

acmed by the Dean of the C
.
' if his absence has
of a fee of $Z 00 t th To 11 ege, may receive an examination on the
with the d
~
o e reasurer of the College. The Dean shall
by the studen:i::r:en~ co~cerned for this examination, which must be
don in which th;e "X~' c o e ?f the semester following· the date of the
shall be recorded as "F ..wa;f mcur~ed. ' Otherwise, the grade for the
lllt acused by the Dean .th
a dstufent s ab ence from an examination
'
e gra e or the course concerned shall be

EXAMINATIONS
Kid-year .andI final exammat1ons
· ·
· all subjects are held in January and
m
' rapecti~e y. The examination record combined with the
constitutes the student's final grade.
record made
student who fails in any sub· e t t
k
.
lie permitted to take an examina~i c . o ~a e a .daily passing grade will
in class in order to receive cred~~ m t at sub1ect and must repeat the

EXPLANATION OF QUALITY-POINT SYSTEM
~ q~ity-gr~de is required for graduation and, for the pur

se
1C:rsth1ass qfuoalll1ty-grafde, numerical values called points are give:°to
ows:
or .grade "A"
·
' 3 pomts
• for grade "B
"
for each semester-hour
• 2 pomts; for grade "C " 1
·
.
' •
are 11ven fo r the grade "D."
'
pomt.
o quality-

CLASS STANDING
a ltadent to rank
-.ter-hou
. h as a Soph omore, h e must have to his credit twentyrs wit · an average grade of "C" or a bo ve ,. as a J umor
.
1e111e1ter ho
. '
aemest• urs
h with · an average grade of "C" or a bo ve ., as a Semor
er- ours with an average grade of "C" or above.
'
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THE DEAN'S LIST

and•

Students who, at the mid-year or final examinations, have attained •
average of "B" or higher in the cour es of the ha1£-year just closed
have not received a grade of "F' in any course are placed on the Dem'I
List for the succeeding half-year. The name of a student may be withdrnl
from the Dean's List at any time, if the student fails to maintain a satisfadorf
standard of scholarship and conduct.

«

An instructor has no authority to excuse a student from class attendance
to drop him from a course.
PROBATION AND EXCLUSION

Tbe C:Oll~ reserv~s the right to require the withdrawal of students whose
tdlolanhip is not satisfactory and of those who, for any other reason are

ftllnkd as. ~t in accord with the ideals and standards that the
.... to mamtain.

absences.
For every absence of a student from a course in excess of the
allowed, one semester-hour is deducted from the semester-hours a student
earn in the course. When a student lo es, in a semester, all semester
of credit the course carries. he is dropped from the course.
Absences due to authorized representation of the College in a
activity are excu ed. Absences due to sickness are excused, provided
student presents a physician's certificate or a statement from our I
accounting for such absences. Any exception to this rule will be 111111t
special case and will be handled on its individual merits in the Dean's
A student who neglects a course or attends the class irregularly,
warning from an instructor and upon the approval of the Dean, ,,.,
dropped from the course.
Freshmen may not leave the city without permission of the Presidelt
the Dean. Sophomores may leave the city without permission, provided
do not miss classes and are not out over night; otherwise, they must
permission. Juniors and Seniors may leave the city without permissioa,
in case they are to miss classes or to be out over night, they must hllf
to the Dean's office a statement showing when they are to leave, where
are to be, and when they are to return.
Daily reports of alt absences of students from class are required oi
instructor and are filed in the office of the Dean. A permanent record of
attendance of each student is kept and becomes a part of his general
record.

C~ltege

Proba t ion

CLASS ATTENDANCE
Regular attendance in class-work is required of every student. HO'ftftft
in order to provide for absences due to unexpected illness or to any rM
emergency, a student is permitted to have in each course as many
as there are semester-hours credit in the course. The student is expected
reserve these absences for the purpose they are intended to serve.
Absences from class-work are counted from the first day of a sematle
Students who register late may do so only on permission of the Dean.
order to obtain credit for a course in any semester here, a student must
actually attended at lea t fifty per cent of the class meetings of the
for the given semester.
Absences on the day or days immediately preceding or following a
count as double absences.
Absence from regularly scheduled laboratory peroids are counted as
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Tbe purpose of ~robation is to warn a student and to assist him in improving
cbara~er of his work.

If a student fails to make an average grade of

-c" or higher on at. least twelve semester-hours of work in a semester, he
be pat on probation for the following semester.
Excluaio n

A student who is taking less than twelve semester-hours of work because

dropped .from a course or cour es on account of failure ~r exce s
1s automatically excluded from the College.
A ~t of the ~reshman class, entering college for the fir t time, is
penmtted. to remam in college in the econd semester unless he pas es
~ as llX ~mester-hours of work of the first semester. Any other stuu not pemutte_d to remain in college in the second seme ter unless he
U much as nme semester-hours of work of the first semester.
A ~ent of the Freshm~n class is not permitted to re-enter in September
lie did ~ pass at least six seme ter-hours of work in the second emester
die previous year and a total of eighteen seme ter hours of work for the
,ar, ~ess he mee~s this requirement by summer school work. Any
lhllent is not permitted to re-enter in September if he did not pa 5
lelllelter-hours of work of the second semester, unless he meets this
llllinllllmt by summer chool work.
acldi~ to the above quantitative requirement for remaining in colthere IS also .the foll?wing qualitative requirement: an upper cla man
doa not receive, durmg an academic year, a grade of " C" or higher
last four. seme ter cour es or equivalent in which he i regi tered,
of basic R. 0. T. C. or physical education, is automatically exfrom the College.
,_ _.... who are dropped from the ollege may not be re-in tated until
of one semester after the exclu ion.
...

~

.r

PUBLIC REPRES E NTATION OF THE COLLEGE
lbldent may not repr ent the ollege in any athletic conte t or other
eftDt wiless he has been promot d from the previous year and i pass• at least ~rec courses of his current work. Athletes must al o qualify
. with the rules of the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic A so~ students must obtain permission from the Dean before par_
m any public event.
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CHAPE L EXERCISES
All tudents are required to attend chapel exercises.
which no accounting is required are permitted in any one semester, bat I
student's unexcused absence reach eight in any one semester, he is
cally excluded from the College. Excuses for chapel ab ences shoaW
handed in as soon as the student is back in chapel, and not later tba
Monday following the absence.

FEES AND EXPENSES
All fee_s and expenses for each semester are due and payable, unles otherspecdied, upon registration at the beginning of each semester, and no
is admitted to classes until arrangements concerning their settlement
been made with the Treasurer of the College.

GENERAL F E ES AND EXP E NSES
TH E PUBLICATIONS BOARD
The financal control of all student publications is vested in a board,
posed of four faculty members and four student members.
al o at the service of the staff of the publications for suggestions or
concerning their work.
o tudent publication can be started at the
without the approval of the Publications Board.

FACULTY REPORTS
Each member of the Faculty is required to report on the standing Ill
students who are failing in his classes. For Freshmen and Sophomore1
reports will be bi-weekly, and for Juniors and Seniors they will be

MID-S E MESTER AND SEMESTER REPORTS
By ovember 3 for the first semester and March 15 for the second
ter reports concerning class attendance and scholarship of all Frcshmm
Sophomores will be sent to parents or guardians. At the close of
semester final reports of class attendance, course grades and quality
of all students will be sent to parents or guardians.

R ea ident S t ude n ts

~~!~!~ul~~.'.~: ::::::::·.::::::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::$ ;~:~

....
Room-rent and Board ............................................ 115.00
Student Activities Fee ............................................ 12.00
Medical Fee• ............................................................ 5.00
Damage Fee .............................................................. 3.00
Ubrary Fee ............................................ .................. 5.00
Total due at beginning of each semester ....$250.00
Non-Reaident Stude n t.

~~~!~~~~:. .:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ;~. ~
Student Activities Fee ········································- 12.00
Library Fee ................................................................ 5.00
Total due at beginning of each semester ... .$127.00

LABORATORY AND SPECIAL FEES
Laboratory Fee in Science Courses ........................$ 7.50
Laboratory Fee in Chemistry 1-2 (Pre-Medical) 10.00
Extra Subject, per semester-hour........................ 3.00
Repeated Subject, per semester-hour.................. 3.00
Physical Education Fee, per semester ................ 1.50
Graduation and Diploma Fee (Senior Year) .... 9.00
PEES FOR TEACHERS T AKINC COLLEGE COURSES
I in nearby schools, taking one or two college courses, are reto pay a registration fee of $5.00 each semester and a tuition fee of $3.00
-.ter-hour of credit in addition to any regular laboratory fee where
are taken in Science.
FOR STUDENTS TAKING MASTER OF ARTS DE GREE
taking courses in afternoon clas es leading to the degree of MasArta are required to pay a registration fee of $5.00 each semester and
fee of $3.00 per semester-hour of credit.
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FEES AND EXPENSES FOR SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS
Registration F ee ..................................................................$24.00
Tuition Fee, per semester-hour ...................................... 4.00
Room-rent and Board ........................................................ 66.00*
All fees and expenses are due and payable at the time of registration.
Teachers in active full-time service in schools and colleges are required•
pay a tuition fee of only $2.00 per semester-hour, in addition to the fee far
registration and the expenses for room-rent and board.
Students taking courses in laboratory science must pay the laboratory ' required in regular term.
Students rooming in the dormitories will be expected to bring with tllm
their own bed-clothing, pillow cases, and towels. The dormitory beds are •
single beds.

EXPLANATION OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE
Students undertake each year by cooperative efforts various activitiealiterary, social, athletic, and religious. These activities are an essential Jiil
of college life and have considerable educational value. Formerly they
supported by voluntary contributions or by the method of class and
body assessments. After carefully con idering the matter, however, the •
thorities of the College came to the conclusion that they could be more
omically and efficiently managed and that, at the same time, their
could be brought within reach of all students by requiring a fee wholly
voted to this purpo e. This fee is known and administered as the "
Activities Fee." This secures to each student, without additional cost
one copy of the College Annual (2) participation in class function ·
social, and athletic ( 3) membership in the Student hristian Association (
Lyceum tickets (S) admis ion to athletic games and (6) subscriptioas
student periodicals.
In view of this fee, no a sessment by classes or by student body CID
made except by special permi sion of the Administration.

FEES AND EXPENSES

required.
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This reservation fee is deducted from the room-rent at the time

or felistration for the fall semester.

1:he exchange of rooms

may be arranged for within fifteen days after the
A charge of $2.00 will be made for the change of
Persons exchanging rooms without the approval of
Treasurer will be subject to charges for both rooms.

Clpelling of the seme~ter.
NOma after that penod.

DORMITORY REGULATIONS
Wofford College

!s eager_ that its students have a happy dormitory life and

wWiea to do everythmg possible for their comfort and convenience. The Col-

arres. each student to

c~perate with the institution in this purpose and to

that h11 personal belongmgs are always arranged in an orderly manner.

The s~ent will be held .responsible for any damage to the room or equipdurm~ the rental penod, and he is required to pay for all damages

-.ed by his neglect or abuse to college property.

Colleae furniture must not be moved from the room where is has been

Jllced by

the College.

Pictures, pennants, or clippings should not be tacked or pasted on walls or

~le.

loom-r~t in~ludes he~t,

lights, and janitor service.

Each student is ex-

to bnng his own pillows, towels, and bed clothing. The beds are single

The me or l_'OSSession of intoxicating liquors, wines or beer, and gambling
ID.r manner m any of the_ buildings or on the grounds of the College are
Persons of questionable character are forbidden to visit the dor-

or within the buildings is

REGULATIONS REGARDING PAYMENTS
LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
nyder H all is the dormitory for Freshmen, and Carlisle
mitory for upper clas men. There are a few single rooms, and other
will accommodate two or three students.
A re idei1t student, in order to retain his room for the succeeding ~
reque ted to make application, accompanied by a reservation fee of
between May 1 and July 1 at the office of the Trea urer. This re
fee is deducted from the room-rent at the time of registration for the
semester, but is not refunded. All rooms which have not been rese"ed Cll
before July 1 will be considered vacant for the ucceeding year and wil
reserved in the order in which applications are made.
Rooms are re erved 011ly for applicants for admission as re ident
who have been officially accepted by the College. A reservation fee of
•Provided the

ollei:e can arranire tor resldenL studenta lo live on the campm.

The ~rd of Tru tees of Wofford College has enacted the following reguhich govern the payment of all fees due the College:

The ~resident and the Treasurer of the College have no authority to
or m any way alter these regulations.

General fees and expenses are due and payable upon regi tration at the

?f

each seme ter or summer term, and no student is admitted to
antil arrangements concerning their settlement have b en made with
Tnuurer of the College.

AD apecial fees are due and payable when the bill for the same is rendered
Trea urer of the College.
Matriculation and tuition fees are not refunded.
~arge of $1.00 ~r day is made for delay in matriculation, except in
of lidmess or unavoidable detention at home.
'
o refund in room rent and board will be allowed, except in ca e of
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permanent withdrawal or except in case o[ absence at
sickness for a period of at least fifteen days.
of
7 The sons o[ minister of all denominations ~nd any younged7
·
h
· South Carolina are exempt
rom
graduating class of any orp anage m
M"ni terial students
ment of tuition but are required to pay all o~her fees.
:1 d hen they
required to gi~e notes for thei'. ~uition, which are cance e w
upon the active work of the ministry.
.
..
8 A reduction of $5.00 per student per emester is ma~e m tuition
t '-'O .or more brothers are enrolled in college at the same time.
~ 9 No student who has not settled all hi bills wi~h t~e Treashurer of
·
"d
final examinations of t e a
College is allowed to stand the m1 -year or
ear or the final examinations of the summer term.
.
Y
h
and Jumor cla ses who do
10 Students in the Freshman, op omore,
.
. d
.
h f II . g year at the time appomte are
select their courses for t e o owm
h C II
before their
f
of $5 00 to the Treasurer of t e o ege
~~r:yar~ a~~roved for the first semester. The same regulations apply for
second semester..
,
11 A fee of $1.00 is charged for any chan.ge in a st~d~n~s
after .it has been approved, provided the change ts not re~u1re Y_ ~
12. A charge of $2.00 will be made for every special exammatton

:une
m

to a student.
.
. ed of all students who
13 A reservation fee of $10.00 is requ1r
.
t" lea
·
h
t
demic year This reserva IOD
have a room reserved for t e nex _aca
.
.f
for the first
deducted from the room rent at the ttme of registra ton .
If a student wishes to cancel his reservation, he must. notify th[e Cd~ege
.
fee of $10 00 1s not re un ·
August 15; otherwise, the reserva t ton
.
14. A charge of $2.00 will be made for a change of rooms alter tbe
. t'ion of the period allo' ed for such change.
p1ra

SCHOLARSHIP AND LOAN FUNDS
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
BIUAID M. BARUCH, $10,000.-Establi hed by Mr. Bernard M. Baruch of
York City and Georgetown, S. C., in February, 1939, as an endowed
lllllllanhip for worthy student who po e s out tanding qualities and promise.
CurroN MANUFACTURING COMPA NY, $4,700.-E tablished by Clifton Manulflllctlllil0ur Company of Clifton, S. C., in March, 1943, for the purpo e of estabacholarships to be awarded to boys of lifton Mill eligible for college.

TB1 D. E. CONVERSE COMPANY, $1,700.-E tabli hed by The D. E. Conver e
Olmpany of Glendale, S. C., in April, 1943, for the purpose of awarding cholarto the boys of The D. E. Converse ompany eligible for college entrance.
FAJUOUST FINISHING COMPANY, $1,000.-Establi shed by Fairfore t FinComJ1811y of Spartanburg, S. C., in Decemb r, 1943, the annual proceeds
this endowment to be u ed a a permanent scholarship for an employee
- of an employee of Fairforest Finishing Company. However, when
is no application for this scholarship, it may be diverted to ome other
boy.
ILLIAM A. LAW, $50,000.-E tabli hed by Mr. . Clay William of WinC., in February, 1937, as a memorial to Mr. William A. Law of
phia, Pa., of the Class of 1883, the income fr om this endowment to be
to pay college fees of a carefully selected group of tudents to be known
tbe "Wm. A. Law Scholars." They are to be selected on the basis of
'p, character, and leadership.

-~llellll. N.

Ila.Ls Mll.L, $1,000.-Established by Mills Mill of Woodruff, S. C., in De' 1943, the annual proceeds from this endowment to be us d as a permaICbolarship for an employee or son of employee of Mills Mill. H owever,
there is no application for this scholarship, it may be diverted to some
worthy boy.
PACOUT MANUFACTURING CoMPA Y, $5,000.-Established by Pacolet ManuComJ1811y of Pacolet, S. C., in January, 1943. Students of Pacolet
ring Company must be given first con ideration. If there is no
ho is desirous of availing himself of this opportunity, Wofford Collball have the right to use the proceeds in granting other scholarship .
~LYLIS·DAWKINS-MARTIN,

$2,000.-E tabli shed by Mr. and Mrs. T. P.

of Spartanburg, S. C., the income to be u ed as a cholar hip for orphan
fn1111 Spartanburg, Union, and Fairfield Counties.
:An'AN

Mtu.s, $5,000.-Established by Spartan Mills of Spartanburg, S. C.,

l'*aary, 1943. If a student connected in some way with Spartan Mills
the qualifications for admission to college, the income from this fund will
dat person. If no one qualifies in a particular year from Spartan Mills,

llcome may be used to aid ome other student.
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B. C. BITHltA FUND.-By Mr. H . C. Bethea of Dillon, S. C. Value $74.03.

ENDOWED LOAN FUNDS
CoxtsBURY CoNFERENCS ScHOOL, $7,087.82.-By Micajah Suber of
bury, S. C., the income to be used for the assistance of students studyinc
the Christian Ministry. Accumulations $5,559.70.

MRS. E. C. HODGES, $68.75.-By Mrs. E. C. Hodges of Anderson, S.
on December 25, 1925, the income therefrom to be used in assistinr
boys to obtain an education. Accumulations $68.75.
JOHN W. HUMBERT, $1,300.00.-By Rev. John W. Humbert, the '
to be used in a loan to an outstanding student to assist him with his
Accumulations $2,859.41.

EuPHRASIA ANN MURPH, $2,341.52.-By her son, Mr. D. S. MIUJli,
Washington, D. C., the income to be loaned to students of scholarship,
ter and promise. Accumulations $1,494.33.
ANNIE NAOMI McCARTHY SHIRLEY, $30,000.00.-By Mrs. Shirley of
lumbia, S. C., the income to be used in loans to needy ministerial studenll
the Methodist Church. Accumulations $7,226.02.
Huca MILTON STACKHOUSE, $1,000.00.-By Mr. H. M. Staclcha.
Clemson College, S. C., the income to be used as a loan to help some
needy students, preferably from Marlboro County. Accumulations
]AMES WILUAM STOKES, $1,500.00.-By his widow, Mrs. Ella L.
of Orangeburg, S. C., in July, 1904, the income from which is to be
as a loan fund in aiding deserving and needy students from
County. Accumulations $3,461.34.
D'ARCY P. WANNAMAKER, $2,500.00.-By Mr.John E. Wannamaker of
Matthews, S. C., the income to be used for loans to ambitious and
boys. Accumulations $3,457.56.

H. W. ACKERMAN FuNo.-By Mr. H. W. Ackerman of
Value $129.10.

S. C. Value $952.21.

CalA S. CHUITZB£RC
C. Value $1,553.99.
Cuaa or l~T. B.

FUND.-By Mrs. Cerna S. Chreitzberg, Spartanburg,

STACKHOUSE FuND.-By Mr. T. B. Stackhou e of
·OlllllDbi'a, S. C., and his classmates. Value $4,424.53.
Cua Of 1905 FUND.-By the class of 1905. Value $118.50.

$9'1.86.

Jos. A. McCUT..LOUCH, $1,000.00.-By Mr. Jos. A. McCullough of
ville, S. C., in March, 1934. Accumulations $168.48.

LOAN FUNDS

tllllart,

Wll.LIAM COLEMAN FuND.-By Mr. William Coleman of Union

A W. LovE AND W1FE, $1,000.00.-MemoriaJ by A. W. Love and wife
Hickory Grove, S. C., the income to be used in assisting worthy
Accumulations $877.12.

lations $3,488.78.

]. N. BITB&A FuNo.-By Mr. J. N. Bethea of Dillon, S. C. Value $118.00.

Blraa. MITHODIST CHURCH FuND.-By Bethel Methodist Church, Spar-

llw.AJD P. CHAMBERS FuNo.-By his daughter, Mrs. Marion Wrigley,
~ S. C. Value $128.05.

A. MASON DuPRE, $1,000.00.-By. Mrs. E. P. Chambers of Spa
S. C., the income to be used as a fund for the assistance of worthy ml
bitious students. Accumulations $850.64.

MARY A. WATTS, $1,000.00.-By Mrs. Mary A. Watts of Abbeville,
in December, 1917, the income from which is to be used in assisting
preparing to enter the mini stry of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
who, in the judgment of the College, are unable to help themselves.
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S.

• S . C•

~~ CoNNOR MEMORIAL FuNo.-By his mother of Fort Motte, S. C.

......,.59.

ADIN DuPu FuND.-By the Rotary Club of Spartanburg, S. C.

Value

A FuuD FUND.-From New York City. Value $4,209.64.
M. BUTUI GARRt!T III FuND.-By his father and mother, Rev. and
W. B. Garrett of the Upper South Carolina Conference. Value $200.00.

I. GAW.ARD
$15.78.

FuND.- By Dr. C. E. Gaillard of Spartanburg
.
• S . C.

F. GARVIN FUND.-By Mrs. Addie F. Garvin of Spartanburg S C

-~

.

'

.

D. HAMMETT FuND.-By Mr. James D. Hammett Anderson S C
0

'22,153.96.

e.

>

I

'

T. HAMMOND FUND.-By Mr. Charles T. Hammond of GreenValue $324.38.

B. HODGltS FUND.-By Rev. W. H. Hodges and family of the South
Caafettnce. Value $1,006.45.
AD Ku. W. A. Hoon FuND.-By Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hood of
Gron, S. C. Value $449.40.
• JACKSON FUND.-By Mr. A. W. Jackson.

ana G.

Value $8.34.

}ACJCSON FUND.-By Mr. Walter G. Jackson of Spartanburg,

Vllae $19'Z.OO.
AD Mu. T. J. ] OllDAN FUND.-By Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Jordan. Value

I.

Klnwooo FUND.-By Mr. R. L. Kirkwood of Bennettsville S C

......

I

•

•

LucAa FuND.-By Mr. W. E. Lucas of Laurens, S. C. Value $174.00.

A1'DUW LYON FUND.-By his widow and son1 James Fuller

daastiter, Inez

St. C. Lyon, in memory of their father.

Value $121.00.
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BOYD M. McKEOwN Fu D.-By Mr. Boyd M. McKeown
Tenn. Value $60.50.

SCHOLARSHIPS

WALTER S. MONTGOMERY FuNu.-By Mr. Walter S. Montgomery, Sr.,
Spartanburg, . C., in memory of Frank and Albert Montgomery. Value $1
W. R. PERKINS FuNu.-By Mr. W . R. Perkins of ew York City. Vi

$492.10.
]AMES T. PR! ' CE FuND.-By Mr. Jame T . Prince of Atlanta, Ga.

$2,295.95.
BENJ. RICE REMBERT-ARTHUR G. REMBERT FuND.-By Dr. and Mrs. A.
Rembert of Spartanburg, S. C. Value 190.35.
RocK HILL D1sTR1CT FuND.-By the Rock Hill
Carolina Conference. Value $208.21.
F. W. ESSJONS FUND.-By Mr. F. W. Sessions.
SHANDON EPWORTH LEAGUE FuNu.-By Shandon Methodist
lumbia, S. C. Value $75.29.
COKE SMITH FUND.-By Rev. Coke Smith. Value $192.42.
]. T. S!.nTH AND WIFE Fu ' D.-By Mr. ]. T. Smith. Value $235.40.
H. . SNYDER TRUSTEE FuND.-By a Friend, Spartanburg, S. C. Vi

$376.50.
. ] . STAFFORD FuND.-By Rev. A. J. Stafford, Spartanburg, S. C.

$2,299.38.
]. P. THOMAS FuND.-By Dr. John 0. Wilson. Value $203.12.
]ORN W. TRUE DALE FuND.-By Mr. John W. Truesdale, Kershaw,
Value $2,969.28.

S.

GEORGE WILLIAM W Al.KER FuND.-By Dr. G. W. Walker of Augusta,
Value $701.24.
GEO. W . WANNAMAKER FuND.-By Col. Geo. W. Wannamaker,
Ga. Value $100.00.
EDWARD WEI.LINC FuND.-By Mr. Edward Welling, Charleston,
Value 898.60.
Rsv. WHITFIELD B. WHARTON MEMORIAL FuND.-By his widow,
Mattie J . Wharton, and children, Mrs. Louise McLaughlin, W. Carlisle,
Murray, and Rev. Marvin T. Wharton. Value $262.10.
]. T. WILKERSON FuND.-By the Wilkerson family of Hickory
S. C. Value $246.40.
W. S. WILKERSON FUND.-By the Wilkerson family of Hickory
S. C. Value $713.33.
JuLil>N D. WYATT Fu ND.-By Mr. Julien D. Wyatt, Pickens, S.
$10.00.
FROM A CITIZEN OF FORT Mn.L, Fort Mill, S. C.

C.

Value $50.00.

Through the generous gifts of endowed scholarship funds by friends of the
e several scholar hip have been establi hed for de erving students. These
larships are supported by the income from invested funds. All scholarship
ents are held in trust and are kept eparate and di tinct from other
of the College. All income is faithfully applied in accordance with
tmns of the gift.
. .
.
All scholar hips are awarded for one year by a committee of admm1strattve
and are to be used exclusively in the payment of college fees. The holder
111 endowed scholarship in one year may apply for a renewal of thi scholarfor the succeeding year, which may or may not be granted.
Any student enrolled in the College, or any pro pective tudent may apply
a ICholar hip.
o application, however, may be made formally by a pros• student until application for admi sion ha been made, all n cc sary cre.
presented, and notification of acceptance given.
All applications for scholarships should b made to Mr. Jos. K. Davis, Treasof Wofford College.

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS
Tlae Bernard M. Ba ruch S chol a r ah ipa are based on the annual earnfrom the scholarship endowment. Two cholar hip are awarded annually
worthy tudents who pos cs outstanding qualities and promise.. Th~ e
ships are open either to students enrolled in college or to mcorrung
Ma nufacturinir Compa ny Scholarship i ba ed on the
earnings of the scholarship endowment. The scholarship is restricted
hoJs of Clifton Mills eligible for college.

T1ie D. E. Con•erae Compa ny Scholarsh ip is ba ed on the annual earnof the scholar hip endowment.

The scholar hip is restricted to boys of

D. E. Converse Mill eligible for college.
Fairforeet F iniabinir Company Schoaa r ahip i based on the annual
of the cholar hip endowment. This award i re tricted to an emor the son of an employee in the Fairforest Fini hing Company. Howwhen there is no application for this cholar hip, it may be diverted to
other worthy boy.

William A. Law Scholarsh ips are based on the annual earnings
the scholarship endowment. Fifteen scholarships are awarded annually
a poup of students known as the "William A. Law Scholars,'' selected on
blaia of scholarship, character, and leader hip. These scholarships are open
to students enrolled in college or to incoming Freshmen.
llilla Mill Scholarship is based on the earning of the scholarship
This award is restricted to an employee or the son of an em-

in ills Mill. However, when there is no application for this scholarit may be diverted to some other worthy boy.
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The P acolet Ma nufa ctur ins Company Scholar ship is based an the
nual earnings of the scholarship endowment. Students from Pacolet M
turing Company mu t be given first consideration. If there is no student
is desirous of availing himself of this opportunity, Wofford College shall
the right to use the proceeds in granting other scholarships.
The Sima-Lyles -Dawkins-Ma rtin Schola r sh ip is based on the
earnings from the cholarship endowment. The award of this scholarslif
restricted to an orphan boy from Spartanburg, Union, or Fairfield CountJ.
The Spartan Milla Scholarship is ba ed on the annual earninp
the scholar hip endowment. If a student connected in some way with
Mills meets qualifications for entering college, the income from this fund
go to that person. If no one qualifies from Spartan Mills, the income aar
used to aid some other student.
HONORARY SCHOLARSHIPS
Three Honora ry Scholarships paying tuition of $150.00 are a
awarded to undergraduates. One is held by a member of the Sophomore
one by a member of the Junior Class, and one by a member of the
Class. The Sophomore scholarship is awarded on the basis of the
work of the Freshman year; the Junior scholarship on the basis of the
work of the Sophomore year; and the Senior scholarship on the basis of
scholastic work of the Junior year. Scholastic attainments and character
the sole bases of these awards.
An Honorary Scholarship paying tuition of $150.00 is awarded
ally to the young man of the graduating class in the Spartanburg High
who makes the highest academic record among the men of his class.
An Honorary Scholarship paying tuition of $150.00 is awarded
ally to the young man of the graduating class in the Spartanburg Junior
lege who makes the highest; academic record among the men of his clalL
LOANS
Loans are made to worthy students for the purpose of helping than to
plete their college course. The College, therefore, insists that the
shall be worthy in scholarship, character, and conduct.
Loans are administered through an advisory committee of officers flf
College. In the case of endowed loan funds, only the earnings of tbele
are used for loans, and the amounf available annually depends upon the
from investments and on the amount repaid on loans previously made 11
dents. There are other loan funds in which' both the principal and the '
are used for loans, and the amount available annually depends on the
repaid on loans previously made to students.
The following regulations govern the making of all student loans:
1. No loan shall be made to a student who violates any of the
of the College or whose scholastic work is unsatisfactory.
2. A student is not eligible for a loan until he has been in residence
semester.

SCHOLARSHIPS

l Loans will be made only to
..... to a degree.

A

·o LoAN F UNDS
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tudents who are taking a regular course

4. Every applicant for a loan must present with the application such ecurity

the Treasure~ of the College may approve, and no money shall be advanced
Oft

a note with approved security is in the hand of the Treasurer.

5. No. I~ may be made to defray any other expen es than those of matricutuition, room-rent, or board.

6. The amount of the loan that may be made in any one year shall not
the sum of $150.00.

'I. lnt~rest at the rate of. 4 per cent annually shall be charged for all loans,
the mterest must be paid annually.

I. la the event of a student's leaving college prior to his graduation his
becomes due at once.
'
9. Applications for loans should be made to Mr. Jos. K. Davis, Treasurer
the Coll~, on blanks . secured from the Treasurer's office. The granting
withholding of a loan is a matter entirely within the discretion of the adcommittee.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

Since 1879 there has been an active Yo1111g Me11 s Cllristiau Associatio11 in
tlie College. For better adaptation to local purposes this Association has
1

4eftloped into the Student Christia11 Associatio11.

EYer

year the Association issues a printed hand-book, which give

im-

fllrtant information about the College and the Associaton. It contains tho e
that a new student particularly should know. A copy i presented to
student at the opening of the session. The A sociation seeks to render
Ill JOlllDle service to new students in getting them elves adjusted to college

m

HONORS, PRIZES, AND MEDALS

life.
LITERARY SOCIETIES

HONORS
The degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor
conferred under the following rules:
.
Students who have completed a minimum of nmety-two ~emester-hoan
Wofford College are eligible for general honors ~t gr~duahon. T~
earn an average of at least two and one-half quahty-pomts per seme
are recommended for a degree mag11a wm la11de. Those who earn two
three-fourths quality points per semester-hour ~re recommended for :
laude All semester-hours taken m Wofford College o
summa cum
·
h d
· f on of honorL
the student receives a grade are counted in t e etermma I

PRIZES AND MEDALS

e

u IOcia1 functions, athletics, publications, the enforcement of the Honor
in its application particularly to fairness on examinations, and other

llllltlllent interests that promote the welfare of the tudent body.
SELF-GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS IN DORMITORIES

Ta~ SOCIETY ORATORICAL Mtl>AL.-This _medal is c~ntested for by two
.
from each of the literary societies. The winner represents W
resen tat 1ves
.
h Id · A ril of each 1"'

in the State Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

TAI Stwleltt Government Association is an organization of the entire student
, In its regular meetings it considers matters of common student interest,

m

P

Sladents residing in Carli sle and Snyder Halls have organized themselves
#11·11owniing associations for the protection of the property and the
of order and proper standards of gentlemanly conduct. The
of the College cooperates with Executive Committees elected by the
in carrying out the purposes of the e organizations and in enforcing
ndes and regulations.
DEBATING COUNCIL

Ilda year Wofford participates in a number of intercollegiate debates
tbe leading colleges and universities of this section. Teams are made up
cbolen in competitive try-outs and trained by members of the Faculty.
intercollegiate debates are held for Freshmen. The debates are
and conducted by a local organization, "The Gavel," under the
•ntllkln and control of a member of the Faculty.

THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB
present world conditions and the necessary relation of our
CIDllDhy to them, a number of students, under the leadership of a mem-
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ber of the Faculty, have organized themselves into a club for the better •
derstanding of the e conditions. The members of the club undertake to dt
special reading upon various aspects of international relations, brine mportant lecturers to the College, and meet every two weeks fo r an boal'I
discussion.
THE WOFFORD COLLEGE GLEE CLUB
There is an organization known as the Wofford College Musical~
lion. From this Association there is selecred each year a group of studelll
whose musical ability is such as to fit them for membership in the Gitt CW.
The Club is specially trained by a competent director and normally lllllilll
an annual concert tour throughout the state.

SIGMA UPSILON
Sigma Upsi/011 is an honorary fraternity, its membership consistinc of I
group of upperclassmen and everal faculty members whose common ....
ests center around literature. Meetings are held at which the memben
icize each other's literary productions and discuss literary topics.
Pl GAMMA MU
Pi Gamma Mu is a national social cience honor fraternity. The
pose of this fraternity is to ingrain in its members the ideals of to
idealism, and scientific procedure in dealing with the complex social p
of our day. This fraternity, which enrolls students with high ratiap
social science courses, does not seek to support any particular economic
tern for society. It does, however, encourage its members to adopt
tive research and painstaking fact finding before coming to any speciic
cision.
CHI BETA PHI
Chi Beta Plii is an honorary scientific fraternity, composed of
interested in the sciences and the research work being done in thoee
of knowledge. It meets fortnightly for the reading of papers and for
table discussion.
THE STRATFORD PLAYERS
Tlie Stratford Players is composed of a group of students
ticularly interested in the study of drama and the production of plays.
BLUE KEY
Bltle Key is a national honorary leadership
honor those students who have been active in
who have maintained a scholastic record above the average.

DELT A PHI ALPHA
Delta Plii Alpha, the national honorary German fraternity, seeks to
excellence in German and to give students thereby an incentive for
scholarship. Upperclassmen of high scholastic standing in German are
ible to membership.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
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LES COPAINS FRANCAIS
Ll1 Copairu Francois is an h
· .
lllip among students £ F
onorary _organization encouraging scholartlie Fren b
o
rench, and offering an opportunity for the use of
c language through extra-curricular activities.
SIGMA TAU ALPHA

,.:::0 t":i
:4lP~a is a~ ~onorary religious fraternity, organized for the
fc
Chn_
fellowship among students and offering op-

-.:.:~

ttv ~ti.ng

1

t_i~n

- - - · or re 1g10us achv1t'les.

SENIOR ORDER OF GNOMES

TlllS
· o ,.de~ of Gnomes gathers together four of rhe most prominent
inft "'~
a /~em Sers _of the Senior Class. Each year, near the end of the
re mng emor Order elects the new members.

:

THE BLOCK "W" CLUB

2'membersb"
111 Block "W"I Club is
· an honorary organization. A student is eligible
•
ip on y after he has made a block in one of the four mai· or
• football, basketball, track, or baseball.

SOCIAL FRATERNITIES

Tiie ;~ll";ing social fraternities have chapters in the College: Alpha
'

lplta _Lambda i:au, Delta Sigma Phi, Kappa Alpha, Kappa

1.-.bda Clt1 Alpha, p, Kappa Phi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
STUDENT HONOR COUNCIL

Tiie duty
immed"ia t e supervision, guidance, and control of students is
lo thof D
of ataden e can of the -~lleg~. He has general oversight of the con. ts and the admm1stermg of discipline. However, through the
~ess of the students of the College to assume the responsibility
- ....
-11111n,uig :gh standar~s of morals and honor at all times, the student
oper Y become m a great degree self-governing in thi respect.
H
h~e ad~ted an H 011or System, which functions through a
OllOf"
ouncil, ~ompos~d of the president of the Honor System, its
~and the pres1~ent, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer of the
y, together with the presidents of the four classes. Under the
the students them elves are responsible for bringing to the
ofoh«llJe Student Honor Council any ungentlemanly conduct or any
lo. r ~ the part of students. The Student Ho11or Cotmcil has
.mvestlgate a!l cases submitted to it by the students and to make
•
tions concerning them to the Dean of the College.

...:u

s,,:n;;.

••Ilda

DEGREES AND HONORS CONFERRED, 1943*

BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE

Belk, Harry Clinton

J oily, Lloyd tanley
McFadden, Lunsford Clifton
8cown, William Randolph
Mathi , Wade Thomas
Campbell, Grady Franklin
Ogle by, Glynn Aubrey
Carmichael, Dan Claude, Jr.
Ottey, Howard Curtis
Cochran. James Edgar
Owen , Hollis Monroe, Jr.
Clmthaw, William Jennings Bryan, Jr. Padget, Henry Fletcher, Jr.
Dlntzler, Robert Dial
Purdy Robert Obediah, III
Ddant, Joseph Addison
Reid, Melville Hovey
ldeaa, John Luther, Jr.
Robinson, Eddie Monte
ilkhrarda. Qaude Reynolds
Rucker, Driftwood Hayne
James Aubrey
healy, John Carey, Jr.
_...1111111100, Dan Stevenson
mith, Jack Casper
er, John Grady
pears, Jake Frederick
y, Jacob Festus
t ey, Robert Daniel
Wells, Robert ewton
Walter Keith, Jr.
Harry Lewis, Jr.
Westmoreland, James Butler
Barney Monroe
Whitaker, George Wightman, Jr.
James Newton
William , Joe Lynn
Dudley Lenox, Jr.
William on, Harvey McLeod
Carl Anderson
Wofford, Carroll Landon

lnnrn, William Fletcher, Jr.

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
. .
d
tho e tudents who have special
The following pubhcallons affor .t~
. . umali m as well as in
tudes for such matters ~xcellent dtra;::!t~n a~~ a isted and encouraae'
ne s management ; and mtereste s
the Faculty in thei r efforts.

THE OLD GOLD AND BLACK
.
d't d by the students. It
The Old Gold and Black is a new.spaperf et~ee campus together with
the record of the n~ws and ~appenir"~a~ers of special' interest to
rorial comments and interpretations o

THE JOURNAL
. 1 9 and is a magazine intended to
The Journal was e ta~hshed m
d t b dy In addition to irs ,

.

sent the best intellectual hfe of the stu en . o . .
tories and pOCllll,
.
.
f
s on senous topics, s
•
the material in it consi ts ? ~ssay .
h
ter lt is published lift
the method of treatment is literary m c arac .
during the school year.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE

THE BOHEMIAN
·11 trated volume published annuallJ
The Boltemiar1 is a handsome, I u: d
It i a history of the cl•
the close of the year by the tudent o y. d of all student activities
throughout its college course, and al'terrecaroyr oratorical athletic, social.
·
f
the current year- 1
•
'
.
achievements or .
..
.
de photographs of various gfOllll
religious-and the illu trat1on me1u
d buildings.
college organizations and pictures of campus scenes an

Lavoy Darlington
dlilbeimer, Robert Pearson
, William Rhettman, Jr.
Juper Guy, Jr.
Earle Lee
Rembert Oliver
Jaclc Charles
Jaclc Anders
rd, James Homer, Jr.
James Hampton
Thornton West
Frank Owen
James Louis, Jr.
Calvert Manning, Jr.

-1111110.,

Hurley, Hugh Gillespie
Jackson, Ephraim Glaze
Johnson, Robert Lee
McCalla, Larry Hearn, Jr.
Maybin, Richard Madden
ichol on, George Bryan
ix, Kenneth Gordon
Price, Jame Wofford
Pruitt, Jame alhoun
h aly, William John
tames, Paul Ki er
trait, Jacob Fox
Th mp on, William Kilgore, Jr.
Turn r, William Earl
Wat on, Albert Theodore
Watson, Billie Clifton
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ROLL OF STUDENTS
MASTE R OF ARTS DEGREE
Bruce

Robinson,

P.

SENIOR CLASS, 1943-44
AWARDS

Robert

N-.

Oratorical C011test ..•...........•.................•............•......•......•......•..•..
Sophomore Exliibitiou ................................................................H omer Pittman
Fresli111011 Dec/0111atio11............................................................... .John Byron Swoe, J

H. R.

Jr

............................................ Liberty,

S. C.

, )(,E.E.K.. '.......:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.·:.-.·.·_·_·······················-··-···············Un.ion,
C.
.................................. Lake View S.
S. C

~: : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~: : : : : : : s~~::~:;'. ~-- ~:

P. N..

JUNIOR CLASS, 1943-44

SOPHOMORE CLASS, 1943_44

. , c. F., Jr. ............................................···························· spartanburg
D8

SC

:{~-'.I. ~~ '. '. =~'. =='. \-EfE~ffilt ~ ~
C.

..................................... Walterboro S C

j:~~~:tt~:::t::;~~):;=/'.~ =~'.:~~1g f ~

N a111e
City and S•
Montgomery, T. E., Jr . ......................................................................Spartanburg, S.
Parker, H. H ., Jr. ···········································································- ·······Florence, S.
Phillips, J. C. ........................................................................................ Campobello, S.
Pressman, M. W . ................................................................................ Spartanburg, S.
Rutledge, G. P .............................................................................................Drayton, S.
tone, J. B., Jr. ·······················-···························································Williamston, S.
Vincent, W. S. ....................................................................................Spartanburg, S.
Walker, J. L. ···············································································- ···············Johnstoa,S.
FRE SHMAN CLASS, 1943-44
Abernethy, H. H., Jr......................................................................... Spartanburg, S.
( parta nburg High School )

Angel, R. E ...........................................................................................Spartanburg, S.
(Spa rta nburg High School)

Bagwell, W. C. .......................................................................................... Fletcher, •
(Fletcher (N.

.) High

chool)

Ballard, W. D....................................................................................... Spartanburg, S.
( pa rtanburg High School )

Bloxham, A. W ...................................................................................Spartanburg, S.
( partanburg High School)

Brannon, J. E .......................................................................................Spartanburg,
( partnnburg High

ool )

Brown, H. B. ···········-······································-··-··-··-·······················Spartanbarl.
S.
( pa rta nburg High School)
Brown, M. P . ......................................................................................Spartanburg, S.
( partanburg High School)

Bu\lington, H. E., Jr . ....................................................................................Unioa,
( nlon High School)

Burley, M. M., Jr. ................................................................................Spartanburg,
(Spartanburg High School)

Cathey, J. B., Jr . ................................................................................ Spartanburg,
(Spa rta nburg High School )

Cheek, J. W . ............................................................ . ·······················-···Spartanbarl.
(Inman Hh:h School)

Cole, C., Jr . ..........................................................................................Spartanburg,
.

(Spa rtanburg High

hool)
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C. E. ..................

City and

tale

, J. L...........................·.·.·······iw&it;;~·i;;;~o..ii"iiih.. °Ekhoo.ii·······························Ruffin, s. c.
···· ·1·sj;~·;u;~ij~;ii ..ii.iiiii··s;;b0·0i·i··················Spartanburg, s. c.
,W.B .................······i:s·.-,;~i:~·~·iiu·;ii ..iiiiiii·····:i; i·;··················Spartanburg,
00

s. c.

,T.B.......................······i·a·j;iirt;;~ij~;ii··ii·iiib...Sc;iiOcii"j"·················Spartanburg, S. C.

s. c.
,J.W...........················i·a·j,~~i;i"~ii~;ii ..iii.ib.··s;;iic;cii·i··················Spartanburg, s. c.

C. F. ---························1··j;&;i;;-.;i;"U~g:· ·uiiiii· ·····.;· ii··········-··· ····Spartanburg,
00

,G. C. -······························
cor~·n;1i~·.;···iiiiiii··5·~iioo.ii············· ·················· · lnman, S. C.
LC.........................................................
.
!Alken u1eh seiiooi;··················.. ··-···········A1ken,

s. c.
J.C.-·················· ········isj;&;~·~i;"U~g.··aiiiii·····b.ooi;····· ······ ········ Spartanburg, s. c.
].H.-.......

M.

w. -·······~::··············ia·;~~~iiie .. ii.iiih...iieiiooii····················Spartanburg, s. c.

R. H. -·····

·················i:Aii;~-.;··uiiiii ..sch·ooii···························-······.Aiken, s. c.

G H
·················is.i>a~iii";{iiu;ii··iiiiiii-SCh"cioi·;······· ··-··-··· Spartanburg,
• •R. ., Jr•........•........... ····i{j;{io·~··ii"i&·.;· ·sct; · i)··············· ············ ··· ·· 00 • Union,

s. c.

H ...._ .. ··············isj;a~·~·~·.;-u·;g-··iiiiiii··~.;· i·; ··········· ···· ··· Spartanburg,
00

s. c.

W·-··························
P.
R.
"(iij)~·;u;~ii~~ii .. ii.ie.h.. sehooi"i··················Spartanburg,

s. c.

00

S.

s. c.

land. J. ~:··~~-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.::····iii~;,·c>..i1iiii·s~iiooii.....................................Mayo, s. c.
)(

(SP 0 ~la~b~;,··H·lg0h· ·····hooii .................. Spartanburg, S. C.

. L ·-··················iiioiii·~-g··&P~i-.;ji;.. liiiiii ....Ciiooii···············Spartanburg, s. c.
0 • IC., Jr.······················csj;&;.u·;;iiU-.:ii ..iiiiiii..aciiooi·i··················Spartanburg, S. c.
C.

Cox, D. B. ............................................................................................ Spartanbarl.

0 ., Jr.····························
CBario;··liiii·i~·;;; ··aeiiO<iii· ······ · ············ Spartanburg, s. c.
C. D., Jr......................
tFa;yette~iiie .. (N:..c:;··aiiiii·······o;;i) ··········· Spartanburg, S. C.

Fain, G. F., Jr. ···············································································-···Spartanburr,
( pa rtanburg High
ool )

C.T.WL. ·······-··················
r
ci0eii~~k..ii.iiiti··5ct;00·1i·········.. ·-···············Roebuck, S. c.

Cooper, S. F. ··································································-···················Spartanburg,
( pa rt.an burg Hlgh School)
( pa rta nburg High School )

Foster, J.E........................................................................................... Spartanbarl.
(Spartanburg High ;-cbool)

Fretwell, F. P . ....................................................................................Spartanburg,
(Spa rta nbu rg High

·hool)

Frey, J. R. ···························-·······························································Spartanburr.
(Well!ord-Lyma n -Tuca pa u High chool)
Harrison, M. E . .................................................................................. Spartanbar&.
(Spa rtanburg High School)

Holland, V. F., Jr . ............................................................................ Spartanbml.
( parta nburg High

hool)

Johnson, A. B., Jr . ............................................................................Spartanbarr.
(BolUng

prlngs High School)

w .. J. ······················(i-.;;.;;~·~···a·iiiii· ·· ·ct;0·0i·i······· ...........................Inman, s. c.

· c. ···························("i~.n;-.;··Iiiiii ..iieiiooii······························- ···Inman, s. c.
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STUDENTS IN AFTERNOON AND EVENING CLASSES,
Name
City alld
Allen, Miss Daisy C. ......................................................................... Spartanburr. S.
Beck, Mrs. John N . ............................................................................. Spartanburc, S.
Becker, S. M ..................................................•..................................... Camp Croft,
Cleveland, C. L .................................................................................... Spartanburg, S.
Dashiell, T. I ........................................................................................Spartanbulf, S.
Duncan, W. F . ..................................................................................... Spartanburr,
Foster, Mrs. Julia H .......................................................................... Spartanburr.
Kelly, W . F . .......................................................................................... Camp Croft,
Moore, R. W .........................................................................................Camp Croft,
Murray, Mrs. F. D. ·······································-··········································Gleodalt.
Pas lay, Mrs. R B. ·······························-············································Spartanburr,
Rushton, Mi s Eva .............................................................................Spartanburr,
Surcnson, Miss Irene K. ...............................•.........................................Fairforest,
Tunno, J . R . ......................................................................................... Spartanburr,
Williams, Mrs. Kathryn G . ............................................................. Spartanburr,
Wood, F. M., Jr .................................................................................. Camp Croft,
SUMMER SESSION, 1943
Abernethy, H . H., Jr . ......................................................................... Spartanbarf,
Anderson, W. S............................................•............................................. Marioa,
Beckelheimer, R. P.............................................................................. Spartanburs,
Bishop, B. H. ···········-······ .................................................................... Spartanburs,
Blanton, J. W., Jr. ·········································-··········································Cowpem,
Brooks, J. L . ......................................................................................... Spartanburs,
Burnett, J . C. ·······································-··-··········································Spartanburs,
Burnside, D. S., Jr ..............................................................................Spartanburr,
Cavin, W. P .......................................................................................... Spartanburs,
Coggins, P. F ........................................................................................ Spartanburf,
Cole, C., Jr. ···-······················································································Spartanburf,
Crenshaw, W . J . B., Jr. ...............................•.............................................Chester,
Cromer, D. A ................................................................................................Tryon,
DeLuca, B. J., Jr . ............................................................................... Spartanbarr.
Ellison, R J., Jr ..................................................................................Spartanburs,
Fraser, D. H . ···············- ······························-·······································Walterboro,
Fretwell , A. A ...................................................................................... Spartanburs,
Fretwell F. P ...................................................................................... Spartanburs,
Gilliam, J. L., Jr. ·······················-························································Spartanburs,
Greer, E. C. ·····················································-····································Spartanbarf.
Gri gsby, J. A ...................................................•.............................................. Saladl,
Hale, W. K., Jr. ···-··············································································Spartanbarf.
Hamby, J . W ..........................................................................................Greenwood,
Harmon, W. K. ·······································-····· ·········································Joncsrillr,
Herbert, E. G. ···································-················································Spartanbarr,
Hiers, B. M. ····················································-···········································Ehrhardt,
Jackson, E. G. ···-··························-··-··-··-··-······································Great F.U..
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ROLL OF STUDENTS

CATALOG U E OF WOFFORD CoLLEGE

City and S tale
C. A•................................................................................ Holly Springs, . C.
E. It -···········································-····-·····································Spartanburg, . C.
, J. L. ........................................................................................... Spartanburg, . C.

~ ~: f;: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~::~~~~:: ~: c:

, W. S..............................................•.......................................... Anderson, S. C.
---"', T. E., Jr. ....................................................................... Spartanburg, . C.

f: ~: :::=::=::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:;~:~~~;:: : g:
1

i,-j";:··:=::::::::::::::::~::::::::::~::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::~:;~ta~~~~~·

.·

g:

C. B............................................................................................Lanford, S. C.
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